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Optimal Sampling Design has been developed using FO RTRAN -77L 
language.
The developed program is an easy-to-use program with a friendly system. The input 
and output phase programs were made by way of multi-window displays in order to 
speed up the input or output data access.
The program developed is termed OPSAMP {Optimal Sampling Program). 
The basic methodology of the selection of optimal sampling uses the Branch and 
Bound method based on the estimation (kriging) variance method. The selection of 
the best set of additional samples is obtained if the minimum estimation (kriging) 
variance computation can be achieved.
These bases of applications are fruitful aids to either geologists or mining 
engineers in developing optimal sampling strategy in the area where there are 
drillholes existing from a mineral exploration.
A case study is also presented using drillhole data of a coal deposit located 
near Homer City, Pennsylvania. In this thesis, the alternative study was conducted 
for determination of an optimum number of potential additional drillholes required 
for the above purpose.
The result of the study provides significant improvement in optimal sampling 
development. Based on using the developed OPSAMP program, the combination of 
proposed additional drillholes was obtained as better than drilling programs of the
others.
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c u A n r a ®  a
UNTOODUJCUTON
1.1 GENERAL INTROD UCTIO N
Prior to the development of a mine, detailed geological studies of the 
deposit are normally carried out by geologists or mining geologists. Mineral 
exploration involves the step by step proving of a deposit from orientation to 
production. The sequence of these steps is given in the following :
a. Orientation. This is undertaken where sampling (drilling) already 
exists in the preliminary survey of a mineral province. Few drillholes are 
normally located in the actual target area. Core and cutting samples are 
collected so as to provide the background information of the prospect area or 
mineralized zone. When the prospect area is extensively explored, the next 
step is to determine the existence of mineralization by reconnaisance.
b. Reconnaisance. This step is often performed for regional stratigraphic or 
lithologic information and interpretation. Some drillings for reconnaisance are 
always undertaken but drilling is not necessarily at regular spacing. The result 
of this interpretation is the basis on which to plan further reconnaissance for a 
target area.
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c. Target Area Search. Most of the work in this step will involve the use of 
drillhole data for discovering the presence of mineralization. In this step, the 
geological information needed is for verification of the degree of mineralization 
as well as for qualitative description such as the mineralogical consist of ore 
and métallogénie type as well as details of faults, tectonics and other geological 
conditions. From this, exploration progresses to a prospect evaluation and 
the specification of the overall in situ resources by grade and tonnage.
d. Prospect Evaluation. The prospect area containing the mineralization is 
outlined, then the samples are drilled on a more or less regular grid within the 
area of the mineralized zone in order to define the size of ore body deposit as 
well as to determine its grade. On the basis of the results gained from these 
drillholes, in-fill drilling may be required to extend the accuracy of the survey 
of the mineralized zone. During this phase, two basic problems are normally 
faced by the geologist and mining engineer. The first problem is the global ore 
reserve estimation problem. The second problem is the confidence of the ore 
reserve assessment which should be based on the Australian Code for 
Reporting of Identified Mineral Resources and Ore Reserve.
e. Ore Reserve Calculation. In this step, the basis of accumulating the amount 
of ore reserve is calculated before deciding to mine. Drilling is performed in 
order to delineate the orebody or deposit. Some guidelines such as 
geotechnical and metallurgical investigations and mine development are taken 
into consideration. In this step, it will be shown that the methodology of 
geostatistics can solve this problem by means of structure analysis using
vanogram.
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f. M in in g . In the mine prospect area the ongoing drilling procedure is 
performed under control of the geologist. It is usual to drill on a small spaced 
grid which is required for the first production.
The above exploration steps are of considerable importance before the 
final contribution of an optimal drilling program for the life of the mine is 
conducted.
1.2 DESIGN OF SAMPLING PROGRAM
The principal aim of the sampling program is to collect information to 
define the distribution of population. Collections of samples which represent the 
typical distribution of population are broadly so-called "sampling". Samples are 
normally collected from the population which begins from a large to a small 
sampling domain. The possible information obtained relies obviously on the 
number of samples and their relative locations.
The procedure to group the samples is commonly called the sample 
survey design. Three procedures of sampling survey design are often used in 
mineral deposit evaluation. These procedures are shown in the following :
1) Simple Random Sampling - A collection of samples of some numbers n 
is randomly drawn from the population. For example, 5 groups of samples with 
n samples, then from each group, one sample is collected at random.
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2) Stratified Random sampling - Samples are collected randomly from 
each separate stratum. This is useful for mineral deposits consisting of two or 
more different rock types. For example, let there be n strata of a deposit with 
proportion of total population L/. The mean sample is simply calculated as
x s= Xj
i=l
where Xj is the mean of sample of the ith stratum
( 1. 1)
3) Systematic Sampling - A sample of size n is selected. If the number of 
elements is N , then n collected samples are divided by N  into M  segments 
(M=nlN). For instance, if there are 50 major elements, a sample of 5 is selected 
and then one sample from each segment of 10 elements is collected. In this case 
will be taken in the same sequence to give (5, 15, 20, 35, etc) elements. This 
procedure is preferentially used for a typical massive deposit such as a massive 
gold deposit.
The above sampling procedures can be related to sampling pattern and 
spacing because the pattern of sampling and its spacing are based on the sampling 
procedure, the accessibility of area, the geologic condition, the requirements for 
geostatistical analysis, and the achievement. For instance, uniform grid spacing is 
used preferentially for a massive deposit so that the optimal sampling using 
geostatistic can be achieved.
For short term mine planning, grade control has two functions 
(Alexander, 1986). The first is to elucidate the boundaries of blocks which are to 
be mined such as ore-waste boundaries, and the second is to accurately 
predetermine the grade of the ore mined during the day. In order to achieve both
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functions, blastholes must be sampled from the bench. In the case of open pit 
mining, commonly blasthole kriging is used for estimation. This is essentially as 
a basis of application for ore-waste control problems. To a large extent most of 
the grade control problems depend on these two functions because it is important 
to improve mined block grades.
In the case of blasthole sampling, the problem of identifying sampling 
sites involves a selection of a subset of locations from pre-determined locations. 
As the blasthole samples are principally used to improve the tonnage of the mean 
grade, the next blasting procedure should depend upon the information obtainable 
of ore from the previous drilling. This necessarily would involve the 
determination of potential drill sites in advance by the geologist. This thesis 
concentrates on the above sampling problems.
1.3 ESTIMATION ERROR
An error is included when the estimation of the block grade from adjacent 
samples is made. For any circumtances, this error is unknown but it can be 
predicted from the certain parameter, e.g., estimation variance. The estimation 
variance is defined as the variance of the error of estimation between two 
random functions, Z(v)-Z(V), where Z(v) is the estimated value within the block 
v, Z(V) being the true value of the block V. This variance of the error or well- 
known Estimation Variance is given as :
( 1.2 )
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In terms of the geostatistic point of view, the estimated grade in the block is 
defined as
z < v ) = i f > Xl) (1.3)
i=l
where : Z(v) = average value within the block v,
n = number of adjacent samples,
Z(x.) = value of samples at loction x..
As the unbiased estimator must be fulfilled, the expected error is defined as
E[Z(V)-Z(v)]=0 (1.4)
The above estimator must be unbiased with a minimum estimation 
variance. In other words, the estimator must not be spread over the mean sample 
of the population as shown in Fig 1.1 where estimator 1 and estimator 2 are 
unbiased but estimator 2 has smaller variance than estimator 1.
Fig 1.1. Two unbiased estim ators with 
different estim ation variance
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Using the semi-variogram, the estimation variance can be calculated from 
derivation of Equation (1.2), which becomes
2
a e = 2y(V,v) - y(V,V) - Y(v,v) (1.5)
where : Y(V,v) = average variogram between block and samples,
Y(V,V) = average variogram between samples in the block,
Y(v,v) = average variogram between samples themselves.
The above formulation suggests that the estimation variance computation 
depends on the sample locations and not the actual sample values from additional 
drillings, even though this development drilling strategy would physically disturb 
the mean value of the deposit.
Therefore, the use of estimation variance computation provides the 
determination of the impact of placing one or more additional samples in the 
estimate. For instance, it is possible to know how much the accuracy can be 
obtained by giving one or more additional samples within the confidence interval 
of 95 % of the overall estimate. This is the advantage of the method, one can 
simulate the future additional drilling and select the best locations of the holes 
during the reserve estimation. Also, the above capability can be based on the 
available budget concern dealing with the cost-benefit of the marginal 
improvement of ore information over the marginal drilling cost of additional 
drillholes.
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1.4 DEFINITION OF PROBLEM
Normally collecting samples creates a number of errors (e.g. sampling 
error). There are four factors affecting the estimation accuracy, whether it is 
global or local estimation. These are the underlying variogram, the relative size of 
the blocks being estimated, sample location and method of estimation within the 
area understudy.
An evaluation of a deposit involves both collecting samples within the 
deposit and using an appropriate estimation technique. In most practical 
situations, the geologist would identify in advance the potential drillhole sites on 
the basis of some geological phenomena. There is usually a budget which must be 
met in drilling at all the pre-determined sites. With limited funds, the geologist 
will face the problem of selecting the best drillhole sites from these pre­
determined sites.
1.5 SCOPE OF WORK
The purpose of the study is to use geostatistics in solving the optimum 
development sampling. The scope of the thesis is limited to both global and local 
estimation procedure to solve the optimal sampling problem on the basis of 
variance error calculation. The method of the selection of the new drillholes from 
a subset of the proposed drillholes candidates is determined by sequentially 
selecting the "best" set among all the candidates. This approach assumes that the 
variogram model is available for the deposit. The main task will involve 
developing a Branch and Bound technique for the purpose of searching for the 
best potential drillhole sites from pre-determined locations.
fr
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As mentioned above, the evaluation of a deposit involves both collecting 
samples within the deposit and using an appropriate estimation technique, then 
the geologist identifies in advance the potential drillhole sites on the basis of some 
geological phenomena. In this thesis, a mathematical model is proposed to assist 
the geologist or mining engineer in selecting the optimal design of sampling 
program. This model utilises a BRANCH and BOUND procedure so as to select 
the best set of samples from the pre-determined samples. The procedure 
minimizes the estimation (kriging) variance corresponding to the available drilling 
budget. A concept of global and local estimation on the basis of geostatistic 
method is used to achieve the optimal design of drilling strategy.
2.1 THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL PROPOSED
In general, an ore deposit is evaluated from the available drillhole
samples. The m holes are drilled at locations, x j x 2 . .....xm% From these
drillholes each sample value at each location, z (x i) , z(x2)---.z(xm ) is 
determined. The evaluation of the deposit can be performed on the basis of this 
data using a geostatistic method of editing global and local estimation procedure. 
If the budget constraint requires that p  less potential drillhole candidates will not 
be drilled, the (m-p) sites must be chosen in the estimation process. The problem 
then reduces to selecting (m-p) drillsites from m which minimise estimation
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(kriging) variance. The mathematical model of this relationship is then formulated 
as follow s:
The optimal model of drillholes selection (existing for j= l...,n , and additional 
samples s=l,2...,m), then the mathematical model becomes :
minimize Vari(xi,x2--.xn, ,sl, S2......,sm)
(2 . 1)
subject to [sj,s2.~sm-p] c= [ s i ,s 2 ......sm )
The above mathematical model can also be termed the multiple objective function. 
From this model there is the best selection regarding which objective functions 
give the optimal solution. In this circumstance, the optimal sample can be efficient 
if no other best selection similarly minimizes the estimation (kriging) variance. In 
terms of efficiency, the conditional optimality for the best selection is governed 
as follows :
It is assumed that the initial selection of [sl,s2---Sm-pj7 from the additional
drillholes can be optimal if and only if those potentials are of the best selection 
from the other selection [sj,s2 ^-Sm .p^] fox i= l,2,..,m-l ^nd p^<m such that
the model would be :
V ari(x i,x2 ...xn , , s i , s 2 ......>sm -p j) ^  Vartfxl,X2..-Xn, ,s l ,s 2
and at least for one condition iQ
y
(2 .2)
V a r i0 ( x j , x 2 .-.xn , , s i , s 2 ysm - p j )  ^ a r io (Xl  yx 2---x n> ’^1’ 2̂ .............ySynpj)-
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If the above selection is not optimal or so-called in-efficient due to the domination
of the other combination which gives efficiently the best selection, the above 
initial model is shifted to the new model, e.g., by dropping P2 , as follows :
V ari(xi,x2 ...xn, , s i , s 2 ......,sm -p2) ^  V ari(xi,x2 ...xn, , s l , s 2 ...... ¿ m -p ^
(2.3)
And at least for one condition iQ
Vari0 (xi,x2 ...xn, , s i ,s2 ..... ,sm-P l ) >Vari0(xl,x2...xn, ,s i ,s2 ......,sm-pi)
Generally speaking, the efficiency can be achieved if the improvement of 
estimation (kriging) variance can not be tolerated anymore. Consequently, the 
model proposed using Branch and Bound procedure is seemingly to select the 
best selection from all efficient selection of the potential additional drill holes.
2.2 THE BRANCH AND BOUND PROCEDURE
Branching and Bounding is generally used in operational research to 
search the achievable solution of the problem which can shift the initial objective 
function. This is so-called the optimal modified continous point. Thus, the 
method used is the object sequential technique which starts from small set to 
finite set of samples.
The Branch and Bound procedure is also named the Decision Tree Search 
process (Fig 2.1). To illustrate the search procedure, assuming a set of points, 
corresponding to any variable concerned, e.g. drillholes, a search 
is made for the best combination (selection) for optimal purposes. The procedure
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searches continously in the direction of a set of points. The selections are then 
taken at a continuous stage of a set of points and the bounded points are 
conditional on the decision at the previous stage, the current efficient selection is 
held if the smallest criterion is achieved.
The mechanism of this procedure is to search any root of the branch of 
the Tree and to bound the efficient selection of any combination of the points as 
an optimal solution. The procedure will trace back to when the process arrives at 
the last search (the last point of the set). Consequently, the best set is the efficient 





^  Delete s2
root 3
Delete sl,s2 ^ -----Q Delete sl,s2,s3)
Delete sl,s3~^----Q Delete sl,s3,s4)
Delete s l,s4 ^  
f  Delete s2,s3^------- ^
Delete s2,s4)




Fig 2.1 Flow diagram  of Tree Search procedure
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2.3 TH E USE O F BRANCH AND BOUND PRO CED U RE IN 
SA M PLIN G  SE LEC TIO N
In mine planning, an efficient analysis of the qualitative and quantitative 
parameters of the ore deposit requires the optimal number of samples. The 
preferable method used for optimal design of a sample program is a concept of 
regionalised variable on the basis of geostatistic method. The available samples 
are, however, quite often unreliable to represent the entire deposit due to many 
factors. One of the factors concerned is the need of more samples creating the 
higher cost of drilling which cannot economically be avoided in these 
circumstances. The problem of how many samples are required for the next 
drilling is to arrive at the optimal number. Using geostatistics together with the 
use of the Branch  and Bound  procedure should likely solve the problem of 
defining the optimum samples.
The Branch and Bound was introduced by the early work of Szidarovsky 
and Gershon (1984) for solving the problem of selection for the optimal sample. 
The procedure was originally adapted from the application of integer 
programming.
Branch and Bound is actually the systematic procedure developed for 
branching a set of any combination of variables (e.g., a set of drillhole data) and 
bounding the optimal solution to satisfy the given constraint. This is applied in 
selection of the best drillhole sites from a set of proposed additional sampling 
candidates on the basis of estimation (kriging) variance. As the method searches a 
feasible solution from a number of possible combinations (subsets), then the 
updating estimation variance resulting from the global or local estimation modifies 
the old solution (the previously calculated estimation (kriging) variance). This is
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particularly useful to select any combination of potential additional samples in 
order to improve the reliability of the ore estimate.
The purpose of the use of the Branch and Bound procedure is two-fold. 
One is to quickly search the combination of the potential drillholes which give the 
best set of samples; the other is to improve the reliability of the estimate based on 
these additional drillholes.
The application of the Branch and Bound procedure has potential use after 
calculation of the kriging system. In other words, the number of samples 
selected including the proposed potential additional samples, have been in the 
kriging matrix system. Once this matrix has been calculated, the number of 
additional samples selected from the kriging process is retained, then the Branch 
and Bound procedure will keep this set for its initial process of searching the best 
set of samples.
To illustrate the use of the Branch and Bound search procedure in a 
selection of drillhole data, the mechanism of procedure is described as follows : 
Assume that an area D contains a set of existing sample points 
D (xl,x2 ,x3 ,x4r .,xn) where x n are the locations of drillholes for i=l,2,..,n. 
Then, m additional drillholes, D(xn+l,--,Xm ) where Xm are the locations of 
additional samples for are predetermined by the geologist in this area
but the economically feasible number of drillholes is required by the manager 
because of limited budget. For instance, four additional holes are proposed. In 
this case, this is the initial set of additional drillholes for j= l...,4  in the Branch 
and Bound procedure (Fig 2.1). First, By applying the mathematical model in 
Equation (2.1), the estimation (kriging) variance of the entire set of drillholes
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(existing and additional) is computed. Then, the procedure is directed to the 
Branch where the new subset of m-1 elements has been in root 1. In this stage, 
one hole has been dropped. Then, the computation of estimation (kriging) 
variance using a mathematical model in Equation (2.2) is performed for a 
dropping procedure. If this estimation error is still not efficient, then it will go to 
the next step and drop a combination of 1,2 or p=2 and do the same procedure. 
If the solution of optimality cannot give the best subset of sample, further regular 
dropping is performed one at a time. The procedure will search the possible 
dropping successively until the optimal solution is obtained.
When the search procedure has been performed for forward process, then 
the search procedure will automatically trace back to a searching for branching 
the subset of samples. In this case, an updating procedure, also one at a time, is 
performed. The backward process is finished when the search arrives at the first 
root of the branch. The next search, the second root of the branch, is performed 
for forward and backward process. The Branch and Bound procedure will finish 
when all combinations have been searched. By the end of the search process, the 
optimal values with efficient selection are stored by computer and then the 
appropriate selection which meets the cost efficiency drilling program is justified.
The construction of the above procedure is described in the following
steps :
Step 1. Set the initial set of points (drillholes) S=[ s i ,  S2......,sm ] and M  as
the empty set or M=0.
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Step 2. Check S having m elements, the points starting from the current point 
have been searched, and at least one combination (selection) from M  is 
the best set of the selection.
If S with m elements is correct, add the selection to M. If there exists 
the best selection which produces the smallest estimation (kriging) 
variance, then go to Step 3. Otherwise go to Step 4.
Step 3. Perform backward process along the branches while updating the current 
new estimation (kriging) variance, and go to Step 2.
Step 4. Perform forward process along the branches which have not been 
searched, and update the new estimation (kriging) variance , then go to 
Step 5.
Step 5. If the current point of the subset [ s i , s2 ......,Sm-l] = S - sm , then
the search process stops. Otherwise go to Step 2.
2.4 THE BLOCK INVERSE TECHNIQUE BY PARTITION
The block inverse technique by partition is described in the following. 
Consider a matrix P of n x n has the form :
P = ABCD (2.4)
where A and D are matrices of order i and n-i, respectively, and B is row of 
i x  (n-i) and C is row of (n-i) x  /.. The inverse of A is known as A~1. Using
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the small inverse matrix A~1, the matrix P can be efficiently inverted by 
means of dividing the matrix into block form with partitions of the same order as 
equation (2.4), a s :
P -l
( X y ]
yT s (2 .5 )
The relation between (2.4) and (2.5) forms the linear equation as shown below :
AX +ByT = Ii 
Ay + BS = 0 
CX + DyT = 0  
Cy + DS = In-i
(2.6)
where / /  and I n-i are the unit matrix of i and of n-i, respectively. From the 
equation (2.6), the small matrix inverses of X , y, yT and S can be simply 
calculated. An application of this technique will be given in Section 2.5 .
This inversion technique is useful to speed up the inversion process of kriging 
matrix if the kriging equation is to be solved a second time. In this thesis, this 
technique is utilized to speed up the computation of the modified kriging variance 
so as to avoid the repetition of the computation of the whole kriging process.
The use of the technique can be given as follows:
Consider the conventional kriging matrix, G, represents a dimension of matrix 
(n+1) x  (n+1) with a diagonal of matrix Ynn=0. This kriging matrix is rearranged
by rows and columns. The procedures are given.
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1 . . .  1 0
/
In order that the technique can be applicable, this covariance matrix must be 
rearranged in a form of matrix, Gre , as shown :
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The complete re-arrangement of the kriging system for the covariance of samples 








Ynl-Ynn 1V / 1 Yvn/ V /
(2.9)
The above matrix is, Gre X = y, where Gre is a (n+1) x  (n+1), X and yare (n)
dimensional kriging vectors and diagonal elements of Gre arc zero. Assume that 
the first solution kriging system is A0. If one additional sample point, x n+j , is
updated, then the new updating kriging matrix would be






T il  - Y i n  Yl n+l
Ynl *“ Ynn Ynn+i 





\  ^  n+l Yv n+l i
(2 . 10 )
1
By simplifying the above kriging system , the kriging vectors gnew, g£ew> L j ,  
Ĵ 2 » Yl> Y2> and diagonal matrix^) are derived to give :
gnew — Yl n+l
\Yn n+l /
gnew — ( 1 Yn+1 1 ••• Yn+1 n)
\
i ‘ i
x  = X i Y = Yvi
[ K  j ( W,
D  =  (Yn+1 n+l) ^ n e w = f ^ n+l)
(2 . 11)
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The new kriging matrix in equation (2.10) then is partitioned into the 
block forms, and each block is assigned to unknown variables X, y, yT, and S, 
respectively. As these unknown variables must be calculated to obtain the inverse 
of the new kriging matrix, the partitioned blocks containing these variables are 
multiplied by the new kriging matrix in order to obtain the equality of unit 













The multiplication of the above element matrices will give the equality of 
unit matrices which implies each component matrix is calculated by unit matrices 
(/ is the unit matrix), thus :
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Gre X +  gnew yT = I
Gre y +  gnew S = 0
ënew X +  D yT = 0
glew y +  D S =  I
From the first equation above the following can be obtained :
X  =  ( G re)-1 ( Gre )  ̂ gnew yT >
the second equation can be solved by computing
y = - (  G re)4 gnew S ,
the third equation also calculates
yT =  - £new X  /  D ,
and the fourth equation can be simplified





( 2 . 18)
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by substituting variable,y , in equation (2.18) using equation (2.16), the fourth 
equation can also be rewritten
 ̂ ^  " gnew( Gre )  ̂gnew )"̂ (2.19)
by substituting the variable, X , in equation (2.17) using equation (2.15), the 
above equation (2.17) would be
yT — - S ( Gre )  ̂ gnew (2.20)
hence, the following relations for each element matrix of the kriging inverse^T-^, 
are established as
S -  ( D -  gnew( Gre)_1 gnew)_1 
y -  - S ( Gre )  ̂ gnew
yT = -s gnew ( Gre )~̂
^  =  ( Gre )  ̂ - ( Gre ^) gnew yT
(2.21)
For simplicity , in the first equation of (2.21) the variable D = 0 , because the
diagonal kriging matrix is always zero, and also the constructed vector y=yT , due 
to the lower an(* upper part of the diagonal matrix having the same covariance 
values.
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The rewriting of the equations of (2.21) would give :
S = -------------1_______
£new (Gre) * gnew
y = - Gii gnew S (2 .2 2 )
X =  GfJ -J-y yT,
The linear equation of (2.12) before inverting forms the following
^re ^  +  &new ^new Y
g X + D <̂new Ynew ’
(2.23)
hence, the new lambda coefficient, Xnew, would be
T
^new ~ (Ynew — ^new tyfD (2.24)
^  — (Yl “  Snew ^new^ ’ (2.25)
becauseS=Z)  ̂ and X0 = (Gre,)^  7new t îen ecluati°ns of (2.24) and (2.25) 
would be
T
^new ~ (Ynew _ ^new ^ (2.26)
^  —̂ 0 " ^ re  ^new ^new » (2.27)
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where X0 is the old coefficient of the kriging system . And finally, the new 
updating kriging variance is solved as
2
V; ii  = Vi i +■̂ n+l 11—1n
new
or (2.28)
Vnew -  Vold + (\ie w )2 /S
The above new kriging matrix variance is the modification of the old 
kriging matrix, V,7 . f n = Vold.
2.5. THE PROCEDURE OF KRIGING VARIANCE 
MODIFICATION
Updating of a sample - Procedure 1
As derived above, the solution (2.28) is that one new sample (drillhole) is 
updated within the existing drillholes. Then the whole estimation procedure can 
be processed by the following simple steps :
Step 1. Calculate the vector matrix L = (Gre)-1 gnew
Step 2. Calculate the small matrix block, X, y=yT and S
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Step 3. Compute the weights X and Xnew
Step 4. Modify the old estimation variance by updating the new estimation 
variance sample.
9
^new  = ^old + ^new ) ^
Dropping of a sample - Procedure 2
The dropping of one sample from an existing sample set is done by 
assuming that this sample has been updated with one point , x n + l,(  this
procedure recalculates the old estimation variance), then by following the steps 
given below :
Step 1. Calculate the matrix vector m = -1/S (y)
Step 2. Calculate the matrix Gre“  ̂ = X - 1/S (y yT)
Step 3. Calculate the weight Xo = X + m Xnew 
Step 4. Calculate the old estimation variance
Void = Vnew - (V w  >2 /S
C m A I P T E K
( D P S A M P  C Oi/iP IJUTO




An ore reserve is traditionally estimated from available samples such as 
core samples, chip samples and chum samples. One of the factors which 
influence the reliability of such an estimate is the number of available samples. In 
practice, most sampling designs involve identifying the locations of potential 
sampling sites which meet the budget. The reliability of the estimate is usually a 
secondary factor.
The reliability of an estimate of ore reserve does not depend on the assay 
values, but rather on (i) the underlying variogram, (ii) the block size, and (iii) the 
relative locations of samples with respect to the block. This suggests that it is 
possible to assess the efficiency of a sampling program prior to the actual drilling 
provided that the underlying variogram can be estimated. A computer 
programOPSAMP was developed in this thesis to estimate the reliability of either 
a local or global estimate using geostatistical concepts of estimation (kriging) 
variance. Using OPSAMP, it is possible to evaluate various sampling strategies 
prior to the actual drilling.
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3.1 AN OVERVIEW OF PROGRAMME O P SA M P
The computer programOPSAMP  discussed in this thesis consists of 
several modules, each subprogram performing a specific task. The program first 
reads the run parameters and drillhole information. It then generates an estimation 
covariance matrix and finally computes either estimation variance (global 
estimation) or kriging variance (local estimation).
In the case of global estimation, the computer program uses the entire 
(existing and potential) suites of samples. The impacts of the additional samples 
are then evaluated by calling the module TREE of the OPSAMP system. The 
TREE  subprogram serves two functions. First, the module identifies the ’best’ 
subset of potential samples which meet a specified reliability. If the geologist 
proposes ten potential drill-sites and only eight of the ten sites are required for one 
reason or the other, TREE  module can be used to identify the best eight sites 
from the predetermined ten sites. The second function of the subprogram is to 
reduce the repetitive computation of estimation variance while searching for the 
'best' subsets of the minimum estimation variance. The search procedure starts by 
dropping a sample one at time until the required reliability is reached. For an 
example, if there are n additional samples, the program first determines the 
reliability for the entire n potential samples. The system then determines the next 
'best* (n-1) subset of additional samples. The process is repeated for (n-2), (n-
3 ),.....2 subsets o f the additional sample. Figure 3.1 shows a simplified
flowchart of the OPSAMP system.
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Fig 3.1 Flow diagram  of the O P SA M P  p rogram
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3.2 OPSA M P M ODULES
The O PSAM P  system consists of the M A IN  programand several 
subroutines, the listings of which are provided in Appendix III. OPSAMP  
requires three data types. These are the run parameters, the drillhole data file, and 
the area definition data file. The structures of these files are described :
1) Run Param eters - The run parameters include project definition, the 
names of A SC II data files to be used, variogram parameters and program 
constants. The run parameters are stored in a NAMELIST  file which may be 
accessed by using FORTRAN  intrinsic NAMELIST statement. The command is 
used to read non-formatted input statement in a list of format specifiers. Table 3.1 
shows a typical NAM ELIST  file. The first record is the NAMELIST  program 
name prefixed with the character All the N AM ELIST  variables must 
conform to FORTRAN naming rules. The '&END ' statement signifies the end of 
record. The data in Table 3.1 are created using a text editor and saved in a file, 
e.g., SVAR.LST to be accessed by the OPSAMP system.
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All the variables assigned in a NAMELIST file must be declared in the 
application program. The variables in Table. 3.1 are declared in OPSAMP  
program as below :
NAM ELIST/SVR/TITLE,FNAME,BLOCK_TYPE,POLY_FIL,LIST, SILL,CO,C 




A N AM ELIST  command followed by a NAM ELIST  name 'SVR' is used to 
assign values to variables TITLE, FNAME, BLOC TYPE, POLY FILE, L IS T , 
CO and C. The number of these run parameters declared must be the same as 
those which are in the N AM ELIST  file. The second line is CHARACTER  
declaration statement ,while the last two statements are OPEN  and READ  
commands, respectively. The file status in the OPEN  statement is unknown 
status, since the file created is a temporary one. The READ command reads all the 
assigned values in the file SVAR.LST specified by a namelist name 'SVR'.
2) Drill hole data - Both the existing and potential drillhole 
information are stored in a formatted file whose name is assigned in the run 





l=Ash 2=Volatile 3=Sulfur 4=Thickness
Holel 234000 123000 100 0.2 0.5 1.2 0.0
Hole2 235000 120000 150 0.3 0.4 1.3 0.1
Hole3 236000 122000 125 0.2 0.2 1.5 0.2
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The first record of a drillhole file is the identification of the project followed by 
the format to be used to read the drillhole information. The third record defines 
the number of parameters (assay values) per hole with their name given in the 
fourth record. Subsequent records (record 5 and the rest) are respective drillhole 
identification, northern coordinate, eastern coordinate, elevation and parameters 
(assay values).
The program OPSAMP assumes that potential drillholes have zero assay values 
whereas the existing drillholes have non-zero assay values.
3) A rea Definition File. The program OPSAM P  also requires a file 
containing the coordinates of points (vertices) defining the area to be estimated 
(Fig 3.2). Two options are provided in OPSAMP for selecting the form of the 
area. If the variable NTYPE=1 , a file containing the coordinates of the nodes of 
an irregular area is required. The name of such a file must be defined in the run 
parameter file. If N T Y P E -2 , the program generates regular blocks whose size 
depends upon input values of the variables WIDX,WIDY, NDX,and NDY  (Fig 
3.3).
Fig.3.2 D efinition of an ir re g u la r  m ining a rea
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WIDX




NDX = 4 
NDY = 4
I
Fig 3.3 Definition of a regu la r m ining area
3.3 T H E  USER IN TER FA C E SYSTEM
The common data input modes used in the mining industry include the 
use of an editor to create a text file which can then be read by the application 
program. In some applications numerous questions may be answered by the user 
during the data input phase. In this case, it is impossible to modify the input data 
after it has been read by the application programs, unless the user exits from the 
program and starts all over again. Both the above two data input modes are 
tedious, time consuming and inflexible in some applications. Unfortunately, 
program  O P SA M P  requires much data. In order to ensure some form of 
flexibility with program OPSAMP during the data input phase, a screen handling 
system (PCHAND) was developed. The system makes use of the escape 
characters of ANSI sequence codes with standard FORTRAN statements.
The PCHAND  system performs a multi-viewing access of input data 
entries which can be validated by the user. The viewing process itself can transfer 
default values from files, if available, and also the data entered by the user. Such 
an approach can speed data input phase and also provides the flexibility to 
evaluate various drilling scenarios.
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3.5 T H E  P C H A N D  AND T H E  A N S I  E SC A PE  SEQ U EN C ES
The personal com puter M S-D O S  environm ent has several unique 
systems, one of which is the A N S I Escape Sequence. The A N S I  is a set 
standard character based on the American Numerical Standard Institute. The 
A N SI Escape Sequence is a series of characters which begin with an escape 
character (ESC) and has a capability o f defining functions to Disk Operating 
System (D O S) which in turn can affect cursor movement, change screen 
modes, reassign keys to display colour setting and to erase functions.
All A N S I  codes are recognised through a console devised which is 
configured by a system called A N SI.SYS. This A N SI.SYS  is a. D O S  service 
which allows the user to create a simple keyboard program by redefining function 
keys. In other words, A N SI.SY S  is a program developed to recognise the 
redefined keys which is driven onto screen or console device. The following 
examples illustrate the basic function of the ANSI Escape Sequence.
1) C u rso r con tro l
a. Move Down
Syntax ESC[nA
Remark To move the cursor down specified by n lines
Example ESC[3 A  moves the cursor 3 lines down 
without changing the current column
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b. Move Up 
Syntax ESC[n B
Remark To move the cursor up by n lines
Example ESC[2;3 B moves the cursor 2 lines up on column 3
c. Move Right 
Syntax ESC[n C
Remark To move the cursor to the right by n lines
Example ESC[2;3 Cmoves the cursor by 3 columns to the right
on the current row 2
s. Move Left 
Syntax ESC[ n D
Remark To move the cursor to the left by n lines
Example ESC[2;3 D moves the cursor by 3 columns to the left on
row 2
e. Locate position 
Syntax ESC[r;cH
Remark To display the cursor onto monitor at row, r , and
column, c .
Example ESC[2;3 H  displays the cursor at a position defined by
row 2 and column 3
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f. Horizontal and vertical position
Syntax ESC[r;cf
Remark To locate the cursor onto monitor at row, r, and column, c
Example ESC[2;5f to ESC[2,7f moves the cursor from column
5 to column 7 on the same row 2.
ESC[2,5f  to ESC[4,5f  moves the cursor from
row 2 to row 4 down on the same column 5
2) Screen M ode
Syntax ESC[=nh
Remark To set screen mode display specified to n by n pixel size
Example ESC[=0 h sets monitor to 40 by 25 with mono
text mode
ESC[=1 h sets monitor to 40 by 25 with colour text
mode
3) K eyboard  re-assigm ent
Syntax ESC[nl;n2 p
Remark To reassign ASCII code nl to ASCII cod m 2
Example ESC[81 ;65p reassign the Q to the A (when the key A is
intercepted, this intercepted key is mapped to the key Q)
The summary of the above functions used is shown in Table 3.2 through
Table 3.4.
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Esc[a;b;fm 0 = off 30 = black 40= black
1 = high 31 = red 41= red




4 = underline* 34 = blue 44= blue




7 = reverse video 37 = white 47= white
8 = concealed**
* monochrome 
** foreground set to background






Move Down Esc[nA n=l Esc[3A (3 rows)
Move Up Esc[nB n=l Esc[3B (3 rows)
Move Right Esc[nC n=l Esc[2C (2 columns)
Move Left Esc[nD n=l
Esc[2D 
(2 columns)
Locate position Êsc[c;r H c=l;r= l Esc[2;7 H
Locate position Esc[c;r f c= l;r= l Esc[2;7 f
Save position Esc[ S — Esc[ S
Restore position Esc[ U — Esc[ U
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T able 3.4 Display m ode
Mode
Function Syntax Example Set
Parameter
definition




40 by 25 mono 
text
40 by 25 color 
text
80 by 25 color 
text
320 by 200 mono 
graphic
The above ANSI escape sequences may be utilised to display and to 
accept data in two ways. A N SI  codes or syntaxes may form part of the 
FORTRAN  statements. These syntaxes can be written either at the beginning of 
M AIN  program or in a subprogram. The following statements can be used to 




PRINT,'ESC[9;2 I f , ’
PRINT,’ESC[10;21f 
PRINT,'ESC[ 11,2 If , '
PRINT,'ESC[12,21f,'
PRINT,’ESC[13,21f,’
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Fig 3.4 Displaying an OPSAMP  logo
The first statement is the optional symbolic program name. The next statement is 
the character declaration of variable A. The OPEN statement on the third line is 
required to access console device defined by unit 5. In the fourth line, PRINT 
command is used to display part of the logo. The OPSAMP logo is obtained 
using ASCII characters which are obtained by pressing the Alt-key followed by 
the combinations of 220, 221 and 223. The top part of the logo is printed using 
ANSI syntax, 'Esc[9;2 I f  which locate the cursor at column 21 on row 9 prior 
to printing. The next PRINT  commands are used to display a complete 
OPSAMP logo by keeping the same column and updating the row position to 
one line at a time. The STOP and END statements are the termination of the 
instruction and the end of the menu display program, respectively.
In order to ensure some form of flexibility with the use of ANSI escape 
sequences, the generalised FORTRAN  routine PCHAND  is developed. The 
routine was designed in such a way that it can be adapted to any application 
program with limited modifications. A description of the PCHAND system was 
given above and further details follow.
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3.6 THE P C H A N D  SYSTEM
PCHAND is a personal computer based screen handling system specially 
developed to speed the data entry state of the OPSAMP system. PCHAND is a 
FORTRAN  program generated to drive the user interface menus. The system 
consists of five modules which are used to update, to edit, to view, to delete or to 
save input data. These sub-modules are CP OS, CTEXT, KEYSTROKE, 
GETDAT and WRTDAT as shown in Figure 3.5.
Fig 3.5 P C H A N D  system
CPOS  and C T E X T  Subprogram s
The OPSAMP logo shown in Fig 3.4 may also be displayed using CPOS 
and CTEXT modules of the PCHAND subsystem.
The CPOS is a subprogram used to allocate cursor position at row JROW  and 
column JCOLUM .
The syntax is
CPOS( JR O W , JC O LU M )
where JROW = row number on the console, and
JCOLUM= column number on the console.






The CTEXT module supports the system by displaying information. This can be 
called by PCHAND using the syntax.
The syntax is
C T E X T (I ,J ,C B ,C F ,L E N C H A R )
where I  = cursor row position text
J  = cursor column position text 
CB= setting background colour 
CF= setting foreground colour 
LENCHAR= the length characters to be displayed
The characters displayed in Fig 3.6 (which are the same as in Fig 3.4 derived 
from a less sophisticated approach) are assigned to array CHARI the elements of 
which are stored in a namelist file shown in Fig 3.7. In this example, the string of 
characters will be displayed from cursor position defined by row and column 
variables JROW( 1 )=9 and JCOL( 1 )=2l, respectively.
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Fig 3.6. Displaying an OPS AM P  logo 
( from  m ore sophisticated analysis but 



















Fig 3.7. The nam elist file containing the O P SA M P  logo
OPSflMP
Press any key to continue'
The main program first reads the contents of the namelist file LOGO.LGO 
(Fig 3.7) and then invokes CPOS module to locate the cursor at respective
locations. The CPOS program listing is :
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SUBROUTINE CPOS(JROW,JCOLUM) 
CHARACTER* 10 POS 
IF(JROW.LE.9) THEN
WRITE(POS,’(A2,11,A 1,12,A 1)’) ‘Esc[‘,I,’;\J ,’f ’ 
PRINT, POS (1:7)
ELSE





The variable POS is set length (10) of the characters required in the ANSI 
syntaxes, 'E sc [ ',I ,'; ',J ,'f. The third line redefines the A N S I  
syntaxes, 'E sc['J,';',J,'f (depending on row /  and co lu m n /) and 
ssigns this syntax to POS  using the format (A4,11 ,A1,11 ,A i y . The 
variable POS  is used to move the cursor to the respective locations 
depending on the values of the arguments in the calling statement.





CHARACTER POS*8,CHAR 1*72 
WRITE(POS,’(A 4 ,Il,A l,Il,A l)’) ‘Esc[‘,I,’;’,J,’f ’
PRINT, CB ,CF,POS (1:8),CHAR 1(1 ,LENCHAR), ’Esc [0m’
RETURN
END
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The arguments I  and J  are the cursor's row and column positions. The 
colour set modes are given by CB (background colour) and C F 
(foreground colour). The last argument of CTEXT, LENCHAR, is 
the character length of the text to be displayed. The maximum number of 
variable displays is 50 and is assigned to variable CHARI through 
COMMON statement. The next line assigns the ANSI syntaxes to variable 
POS as described above. The PRINT statement displays characters in 
variable CHARI with the appropriate background and foreground colour 
of the display. In order to give the complete display of the logo, the 
ASCII characters CHARl(l),..., CHAR(5) are printed one at a time.
The next display of the OPSAMP system is the main menu shown in Fig 
3.8
File main menu Window view
Fig. 3.8. The main menu display
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Namelist file OPSAMP.MNU (Fig 3.9) contains the data used to display 
the menu. After reading, the file system displays the text contained in array 
C H A R I at the position of the screen defined by JR O W (l) stndJC O L (l). 
Subprogram CPOS is used to locate the cursor initially at JR O W (l)= ll  and 
JCOL(l)=22 and CTEXT is used to display the menu options.
&MNU









CHARI (1)=' [1] Optimal samphng design'
CHARI (2)=’ [2] Global and local estimation’
CHARI(3)=’ [3] Quit’
DINF(l) =’ Optimal samphng system’
DINF(2) =’ Estimation (kriging) variance computation’ 
DINF(3) =’ Terminate OPSAMP system’
&END
Fig 3.9 Setting the nam elist file of 
the OPSAMP  m ain m enu
The module CTEXT is called three times (ITER=3) in order to complete a 
display of the main OPSAMP program options. The menu in Fig 3.8 appears 
with a red cursor highlighted on the first option of the menu at JRO W (l)= ll and 
JCOL(l)=23. The user can then move the cursor key to select the appropriate 
task. To activate the cursor movement, the program invokes the subroutine 
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The syntax is
K E Y S T R O K E (I,J ,N C O D ,IP )
where I  = row number on the cursor position,
J  = column number on the console,







6 = quit, and
IP = indentifier of character position
The KEYSTROKE listing program is :
-Read any symbol on keyboard and convert to ASCII code
READ(40,'(A)') KEY 
STRNG=ICHAR(KEY)
-If a key code satisfied with one of the conditions below
IF(STRNG.EQ.72.) THEN 
-Move cursor UP 
NCOD=l
ELSEIF(STRNG.EQ.80.) THEN 
Move cursor DOWN 
NCOD=2
ELSEIF(STRNG.EQ.77.) THEN 
Move cursor to RIGHT 
NCOD=3
ELSEIF(STRNG.EQ.75.) THEN 
Move cursor to LEFT 
NCOD=4
ELSEIF(STRNG.EQ.84.) THEN
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c











The first line of the program is to read any key selected by the user in 
character format type. Once this key has been input, the second line of the 
program redefines the ASCII symbol of the keystroke using FORTRAN  intrinsic 
ICHAR to be assigned to variable STRNG . The next lines in the above program 
are the FORTRAN  statement which is used to pass the STRNG  to one of the 
conditions given, e.g., STRNG-72  the cursor up, then encode this to NCOD=L 
The program therefore encodes the keyboard character selected by the user which 
is used to call the module CPOS to move the cursor. A red flash is shown to 
identify the current position of the cursor in that menu. The procedure of flashing 
this text menu is described later.
From the main menu of OPSAMP, the program allows the user to select 
an option (Fig 3.10). If option 1 is selected, the sub-bar menu appears on the side 
of the screen which offers a number of tasks to be performed. These include 
EDIT, SAVE, VIEW, MSCAT, MDCLUS, MSVAR, MSKRIG, RUN, MENU, 
H ELP , and EXIT.
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Fig 3.10 Displaying the O P SA M P  sub-bar m enu
If the user selects the option 1 from the submenu, the system requests the 
filename of the drillhole data, e.g., COAL.DAT (Fig 3.11). This is followed by 
the next submenu shown in Fig 3.12. If option 1 is selected from Figure 3.12, 
the drillhole data with the sulfur values are displayed in the next window shown 
in Fig 3.13.
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Fig 3.11 The first input phase of the editing file
Fig 3.12 The second input phase of the editing file
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Template for inputting data
Header
Fig 3.13 The th ird  input phase of the editing file
The modules CP OS and CTEXT are constantly used to display all those 
menus depicted in Fig 3.10 through 3.13. Fig 3.13 shows the cursor flashing in 
the first row of column of hole identification. Displaying the data requires a 
namelist file which contains a template of five columns. This file is termed 
WINDW2.WDW in the PCHAND subsystem. To draw the template requires the 
CTEXT module again. Once the template is displayed, the module WRTDAT is 
called from the main program to echo ten sets of drillhole data. A green-red cursor 
is displayed on the left top of the first column template to highlight the data.
Fig 3.14 is a namelist file (FORMAT.STR) which contains the variables
used to display the editing window.





















Fig 3.14 The F O R M A T .S T R  file
The module WRTDAT actually performs a data display which is specially 
devised using the ANSI syntax, The program listing is
given below.
The syntax is
W R TD A  T( I ,J ,C B ,C F ,D L E N fT V A L  )
where I  = Row number on the console,
J  = Column number on the console,
C B- Setting background colour,
C F- Setting foreground colour,
DLEN- Length of character, and 
TVAL= Data used to display.
no
n
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The WRTDAT listing program is
SUBROUTINE WRTDAT (I, J,CLRB ,CLRF,DLEN,TVAL) 
COMMON/PAR/FLSH 
CHARACTER PST*73,FRM*10,FLSH*25
-Set a flashed box with a length (DLEN)
FRM='(F10.2)'
PST( 1 :DLEN)=FLSH 
C
C-------Set data in a formatted form
C 'FRM' refers to decimal digit set




W R IT E (P O S ,'(A 2 ,Il,A l,Il,A l) ','E S C [',I ,';',J ,'; ', 'f  
PRINT, CLRB,CLRF,POS( 1:7), PST(Ll:L2),'ESC[0m'
RETURN
END
The printing format F R M -,(F10.2Y and the ASCII character to flash is 
assigned to FLSH  variable. FLSH is transferred to PST(1 :DLEN) where 
D LEN  is the number of digit used. Any value contained in TVAL is 
assigned to PST  while setting the position of the cursor in the ANSI 
syntax. For an example, let T V A L -1560000, provided in the second 
column of the template in Fig 3.13. In order to display this value using the 
W RTDAT , row and column has been specified by JR O W (l)= 11 and 
JCOL(2)-25  and the variable type is an array, e.g., CTP(2)=W  where N  
is numeric type. The next step is to assign TVAL to PST  in a format 
F10.2 and specify the cursor position by the syntax, 'Esc[l 1 ;25 f. 
Printing the POS(l :7) followed by PST(8:15) with background colour, 
CLRB, and fore-ground colour, CLRF, display 1560000.
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The position of the cursor must first be determined by CPOS. To replace 
the value with 1550000, the position of each digit in PST(1:JR) must be 
determined by identifier JR starting from 1 to 7 in this case. While typing the 
new value,.e.g, 1550000 on this old value (the value to be replaced), the 
identifier, JR, keeps on changing to every JR+1. If the new value is 7 characters 
in length, the identifier stops at JR=7. During the typing process, each value 
entered is stored in PST(1:JR) , e.g., PST(1:7)=1550000. To pick this value, 
the return key is pressed to invoke the routine GETVAL. From the routine 
G ETVAL, the value contained in PST(1:7) is defined using the intrinsic 
command INDEX  to define an integer or a real value. This indexed variable is 
then assigned to KPOS. If KPOS=0 , the format, FRM='(I )' is set for the 
integer value, and KPOS>0, the format, FRM=,(F )' is set for the real value. 
In this example, KPOS=0 implies the value entered is an integer. To pick this 
value from the screen, the character length of the value is specified by either the 
format FRM(3 :3 )='(I i y  if the length, JR<10 or FRM(3 :4) for JR>=10 The 
new value is then picked by reading PST(1:7) in the format FRM(1:3)=,(I1)'. In 
this case, TVAL is used to pick the value which is set in the format FRM(1:3) 
and then assigned to GETVAL.
The syntax is
F u n c tio n  G E T V A L ( )
The listing program is
COMMON JR
C . , ,
C------- Index a decimal point if one exists and assign to ’KPOS'
C
KPOS=INDEX(PST(l:JR),7)
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c






C-------Get integer values from 'IVAL' and assign to 'GETVAL'
C
IF(KL.LT.10) WRITE(FRM(3:3), ’(II)') JR 
IF(KL.GE.IO) WRITE(FRM(3:4),'(12)') JR 





C-------Get non-integer values to 'IVAL' and assign to 'GETVAL'
C
IF(K L.LT.ll) WRITE(FRM(3:5), ’(II ,".",11)’) KPOS-l,KL-KPOS
IF(K L.G E.ll) WRITE(FRM3:6),'(I2,".",I1)’) KPOS-l,KL-KPOS
READ PST(1:KL), FRM) DVAL
GETVAL=DVAL
ENDIF
SU PPO R TIN G  ROUTINES
In addition to the above routines, some modules such as BGROUND, 
B O X , F RAM E , H LIG H T  and SCROLL are frequently used to enhance the 
performance of menu displays. The description of these modules is given below :
1) BGROUND  m o d u le .  This module is made to give the background 
colour of the system. The basic data ASCII characters are stored in the namelist 
file, BG RO U ND .D RW  (Fig 3.15). These ASCII characters are obtained by
p re s s in g  the A lt-key  fo llow ed  by the A S C I I  values of 
221=| ] ,23=^ ’ and 2 4 = | .







Fig 3.15 The nam elist file of  B G R O U N D .D R W  containing
the A S C II  characters
To display these A SC II  characters, the blue background colour, 
CB-'Esc[34m  and the yellow foreground colour, CF-'Esc43rn initially are set 
by CTEXT module. An iteration of 23 is required to display fully background 
OPSAMP screen. This means that the module CTEXT is called 23 times so as to 




B G R O U N D (LO O P)
LOOP= number of iteration
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IF(I,EQ.l) PST=CHAR(1)







(2) BOX module. The box module just performs a box drawing around 
the menu (Fig. 3.8). This module requires the namelist file of BOX.DRW. The 






Fig. 3.16 The nam elist file of B O X .D R W  
containing A S C II  characters.
The syntax and the listing program is :
The syntax is
B O X












EF(I,GT. 1. AND.I.LT.ITER) PST=CHAR(2)
IF(I.EQ.ITER) PST=CHAR(3)
K=LEN(CHARNB(PST)
CALL CTEXT(KROW +1 ,KCOL,CB ,CF, 1 ,K)
10 CONTINUE  
RETURN  
END
(3 )  FRAM E  m o d u le .  This module is required to draw a box around the 
menu displayed as shown in Fig 3 .1 2 .  While drawing a box, the title of menu is 
displayed on top of the box. The listing of the program can be seen in Appendix 
III.
The syntax is
F R A M E (J R W ,J C L ,C B ,C F ,L C ,N D IG T ,IB ,IT E R ,IS T P )
where JRW  = Row position,
JCL = Column position,
CB = Background colour,
CB = Foregroundcolour,
LC  = Length of character,
NDIGT = Number of digit,
IB = Identifier of the position of the variable array, 
ITER = Number of iteration, and 
ISTP = Number of spacing.
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To draw the displayed menu options onto the screen, the maximum 
length of the character text menu is required. For instance, before displaying the 
OPSAMP program menu, the program invokes the FRAME module in order to 
draw the box. The variables such as title of the header, HLINE, maximum line, 
M AXLIN , and the length of the header must be known. The HLINE  can be 
accessed from the namelist file whereas the M AXLIN  can be obtained by 
searching the number of digits used which is assigned to the variable, 
NDIGT(K), K - l ,  ITER. The length of the title of the headline menu contained in 
H LINE  is measured using FORTRAN  statement, LEN(CHARNB( )). Then 
MAXLIN assigned to LIN  is subtracted by LHEAD and divided by two in order 
to find the mid position of the first character of the title, e.g., M ID -(L IN - 
LHEAD) 12 if LHEAD <LIN. The values of HLIN, PSH, CUL, CUR, CDL, 
CDR, and VLIN (in data statement from this module) are then assigned to 
PST(1:LIN) . The final process of this module is to call the CTEXT to print the 
line with the given background and foreground colour.
(4) H LIG H T  module. This module performs the open access of the file, 
FLASH.FLS, containing the ASCII character, 0  (Fig 3.17) These A SC II  
characters are obtained by pressing the Alt-key followed with the ASCII value of 
221. Using this ASCII characters, each menu displayed by cursor movement can 
be highlighted as shown in Fig 3.8. The ASCII character CHARI(1) is assigned 
to the variable PSH. Once this is done, the menu can be flashed. The procedure 
of flashing the menu at the current position of the cursor is explained in the 
SCROLL module.




Fig 3.17. The nam elist file of F L A S H .F L S
The syntax and the listing of program are shown as follows :
The syntax is
H L IG H T













(5) SC RO LL  Module. The function of this module is to provide the 
menu displayed with the colour flashing cursor as well as to control the cursor 
movement. The module actually calls the HLIGHT module, transferring the 
ASCII character from the variable, PSH, to PST, rewriting the text menu option
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and controlling the cursor movement. In this module, the CEXT is functioned to 
display the ASCII characters and to rewrite the text menu option. From this 
module, the subprogram HLIGHT is first invoked in order to obtain the FLASH 
character in ASCII code. After this, the CTEXT is functionally used to display 
the flash characters and to rewrite the text menu . By setting the red background 
colour, C B = 'E sc[41m ' and the white foreground colour, C F= ’E sc[37m \ 
CTEXT module displays all the variables with the appropriate colour.
The syntax is
S C R O L L (J R W J C L )
The listing of module SCROLL is provided in Appendix III.
3.6 THE O P SA M P  MENU SYSTEM
OPSAMP menus are created and driven by the user interface modules, 
PCH AND , described in the previous chapter. The flow process of OPSAMP  
menus can be seen in Fig. 3.18.
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Fig. 3.18. Flow Process of the O P SA M P  P rogram
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The advantages of such a menu system are :
(1) Immediate execution of the command selected
O P SA M P  using F O R TR A N -77L  instantly translates each 
command selected by the user and opens the menus quickly in the 
form of window process.
(2) Immediate execution of FORTRAN program application
The user can select the run application program from the menu and 
execute instantly.
(3) Direct dialog through the menu system
The user can change the menu option dialog with the option 
desired directly or can use the inheritant option menu if necessary.
(4) Multiple editing MENU
Program OPSAMP provides the multiple editing windows to 
allocate variable tasks.
The OPSAMP menu system basically is set up in two different file 
models. These models are TEXT FILE MODEL and RUN-INPUT FILE 
MODEL which are shown in Table 3.7 and 3.8 respectively. The files such as 
LOGO  file, OPSAMP main menu file, and sub-bar menu file are set in TEXT 
MODEL whereas the files of the program menus such as Mstat, Mdclus, Mscat, 
Msvar and Mskrig (Fig 3.11) require these two file models. Fig 3.19 shows that 
the texts displayed on the left hand side are the numerous questions given to the 
user which are neatly stored in the file of TEXT MODEL. These files have 
extension .STR files, e.g, GLO.STR (Table 3.5). At the right side of each text 
(Fig 3.19) are the input default data displayed which are stored in the file of
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RUN-INPUT FILE MODEL with extensions .PAR file, e.g., GLO.PAR. (Table 
3.6).
Scroll up Dialog box
¡Estimation Variance Program Menu
rÈmEsc 1 Selectjrhe model of variogram required
Scroll down
Program information 
Fig 3.19. Inpu t phase display of program  S V A R
Table 3.5
The nam elist file of estim ation variance 









CHARI (1 )='VARIOGRAM MODEL [SPH/GAUSS/EXP] 
CHAR1(2)='NUMBER OF MODELS (MAX=5) 
DINF(l)='Select a model of variogram desired' 
DINF(2)='Enter the number of variogram model required' 
&END
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Table 3.6
The namelist file of estimation variance 











The main difference between the two files (Tables 3.5 and 3.6) is that of 
the information storing system. In Table 3.5, CHARl(n) , where n=l,2.., are 
used to store texts of numerous questions with each text specified by a character 
type CTP( 1)='C' and followed by an explanation assigned to the variable DINF 
whereas Table 3.6, CHAR2(n) are used to store the run input data of text type 
and VAL(k), k-1,2.., are for the run input data of numeric type. The example of 
both these types can be seen in Fig 3.19.
Table 3.7
Structure of text file model
Variables Type Field Definition
CHARI C* 1-40 Text menu
DINF c* 1-70 Menu information
* C=character type
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Table. 3.8
Structure of Run Input File Model
Variables Type Field Definition
CHAR2 c 1-30 Text option
VAL N* 1-1 Value assigned
* numeric type
3.7 THE PROGRAM T R E E
The program TREE is constructed in FORTRAN language for the search 
tree process. This determines the best subset of potential drillholes using the 
Branch and Bound technique described in Chapter 2.2.
The construction of the search TREE procedure has been described in 
Chapter 2.3. The algorithm of this procedure relating to the TREE diagram shown 
in Fig 2.1 is described in the following steps :
Step 1.
Assume four additional potential samples, IADD, within the area of existing 
samples are defined by a number of samples, NSAMP= [1,....4]. Thus the 
selection of the best sample s e t , in this case, involves four new additional 
drillhole candidates.
Step 2.
Define the initial computation of estimation or kriging variance from 
conventional computation of either SVAR or SKRIG.
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Step 3.
Set the variables NT=0, NDROP=0, TVARl=oo} TVAR=°°
Step 4.
Test the variables which are satisfied in the conditions below :
(a) NT=IADD. The current number of potential holes is equal to I ADD holes.
(b) NDROP=IADD-l. All dropping of every branch has been searched.
(c) TVAR1<TVAR. If the estimation (kriging) variance, TVAR1 is less than 
TVAR save it as the current minimum variance of the optimum sample and 
transfer to TVAR.
The condition (a) is satisfied if all holes in every branch of the root have 
been searched. The holes are added one at a time using the backward procedure. 
This process then goes to step 7. If none of the above conditions is satisfied, 
then go to step 6. But in the case of one of the conditions being satisfied, no 
TVAR is changed.
Step 5.
Perform a backward (updating) procedure from the same root of the branches. 
If no updating estimation variance is to be made in this stage, then go to step 2.
Step 6.
Perform a forward (dropping) procedure for the next root of the branches. 
Modify the old estimation ( kriging) variance with the new one, then go to step 5
Step 7.
If the NDROP=l or NT=IADD, then program terminates. Otherwise go to step
2.
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During step 5 or 6, the process of the inversion technique by block 
partition is performed by calling the subprogram either ZVAR or KVAR so as to 
compute the estimation (kriging) variance for the new updating hole from 
deletion or addition of sample process. In the subprogram ZV A R , two 
procedures of estimation (kriging ) variance computation are performed - 
deleting procedure and updating procedure.
3.8 ADDITIONAL OPTIONS TO O PSAM P  PROGRAM
There are three additional programs BSTAT, DCLUS, and SC A T  
provided in the OPSAMP. These involve a service of analysing the distribution 
of data before the estimation is performed by either global or local procedure. 
The listing of these programs is provided in Appendix EL
(1) P rogram m e S C A T  - SCAT is optionally recalled from the 
OPSAMP to display scaled drillhole data in two-dimension. The function is 
physically to look at the distribution of data over the whole area. From this 
observation, in some areas under study a cluster case can be found.
(2) Program m e S T  A T  - This performs the basic calculation of the 
statistical parameter of data. This is useful to look at the whole suite of drillhole 
data by means of calculating the overall mean value and of plotting histogram 
over the area under study.
(3) Program m e D EC LU STER  - This program is a technique to split 
the dependence model (one population) which is required in the estimation 
process. This program computes the declustered mean in a grid of equal size cells
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where each datum receives a weight lln . Often drillhole sites are irregular but 
not randomly located over the area because, for instance, in areas of preferential 
access, more drillholes are located than in other areas. This irregularity is 
normally detected as a cluster of drillholes. As result of this, the spatial average 
of either global or local procedure can not be correctly estimated.
3.9 O P S A M P  LIBRARY SYSTEM AND UTILITIES
Three library systems of integrated programs were created to speed the 
debugging phase of the system. The OPSAMP.LIB file contains four application 
programs SCAT, DCLUS, BSTAT, SVAR, and SKRIG  and one supporting 
routine TREE which is used in both SVAR and SKRIG. Table 3.9 describes the 
respective functions of the programs. The purpose of this is to make a stand-alone 
program that can simply be linked with the main program.
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Table 3.9
The O P S A M P .L I B  content
Name file Description Task
D C L U S .F O R Decluster program Declustering Data
B S T A T .F O R Elementary statistic program Calculating basic 
statistic including 
m ean, variance , 
standard deviation
S C A T .F O R Scatter diagram program Plotting scatter data 
in x-y axes
S V A R .F O R Estimation variance program Calculating estimation 
variance of global ore 
reserve
S K R IG .F O R Program simple kriging Calculating kriging 
of local reserve 
estimation
T R E E .F O R Branch and Bound program Searching optimal 
drillhole samples
The second stand-alone program developed is M E N U .L IB . This library 
contains routine programs which are used to execute the commands selected by 
the user during the run phase. The function of eleven routines which form the 
M E N U .L IB  are presented in Table 3.10.
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Table 3.10
The M E N U .L I B  content
Name file Description Task
M AIN Main menu program To open main menu 
program
MENU Sub-menu program 
containing the tasks
To display the tasks
EDIT Routine OPEN program To edit file-name of 
drillhole data
SAVE Routine SAVE program To save the modified 
data input
SCAT Routine SCAT menu To a menu of SCAT 
program
MDCLS Routine MDCLS menu To open a menu of 
decluster program
M STAT Routine MSTAT menu To open a menu of 
STAT program
M SVAR Routine MSVAR menu To open a menu of 
SVAR program
MSKRIG Routine MSKRIG menu To open a menu of 
SKRIG program
R U N Routine run option To open a menu of 
run program
HELP Routine HELP menu To open H E L P  
menu
The third of the library system is PC HAND LIB. This file is a permanent 
routine program, which contains generalised routine programs KEYSTROKE, 
CPOS, CTEXT, GETVAL, and WRTDAT , which are used to edit, input, and 
write data or text information when displaying the window of dialog menus. 
Table 3-11 presents the functions of these programs.
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Table 3.11
The P C H A N D .L I B  content
Name file Description Task
K E Y S T R O K .F O R Keyboard redefinition 
key program
to identify 
sym bols (key 
redefinition)
C P O S .F O R Routine program to locate the 
cursor by 
defining row 
and column of 
screen
C T E X T .F O R Routine program to display 
and writing the 
text
G E T V A L  ( ) Function routine 
program
to read and 
collect data from 
the screen
W R T D A T .F O R Routine program to write data 
onto screen
ThtO P S A M P  program utilizes an external library program P L O T 88.L IB  
for plotting data. This P L O T 8 8  has numerous plotting options which can be 
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The results obtained from any computer model are only as good as the 
assumed data and the model itself. In practice, an absolute measure of validity does 
not exist. In this Chapter, attempts are made to 'validate' the development drilling 
model. The basis of validation is presented under the procedure of program input 
data phase, Branch and Bound logic and response, and evaluation of the estimation 
(kriging) variance computation with the TREE module.
4.1 PR O CED U RE OF OPSAM P INPUT PHASE
The system OPSAMP requires the following hardware :
(1) An IBM  Personal Computer System which runs MS-DOS version, at 
least, 2.1
(2) Two floppy disks required or preferably one hard disk .
(3) At least 640 K installed memory.
(4) An American Numeric Standard Institute system file ANSI.SYS 
which is configurated in CONFIG.SYS.
(5) Coprocessor 8087/IBM-XT or 28087/IBM-AT.
Also required is the standard keyboard convention; the K E YN A M E  
convention is shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1
Keyboard convention table
Type of convention Description
[Esc] The key used to proceed the next part 
of the window process.
[RETURN] The enter key to input any desired 
option.
[ t ] T he arrow key to move cursor 
direction up.
[ i ] The arrow key to move cursor 
direction down.
H the arrow key to move cursor direction 
key forward to the next box dialog.
M the arrow key to move cursor direction 
backward to the previous box dialog.
To start the program, the computer must be in an IBM -D O S  system, 
working from the hard disk (C>:) or the floppy disk (A>:). The program can be run 
in either floppy disk or hard disk by typing the name of the program on the dot 
prompt 'A:' or 'C :' (hard disk). Upon starting the program the OP SAMP  logo 
appears as shown in Fig 4.1.
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Fig 4.1 O P SA M P  logo
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From the OPSAMP logo, the following menus are displayed below to accept
data.
a) O P SA M P  screen.
Next, the MAIN  menu of the program will be displayed. From this menu, 
three options are offered to the user. These are sampling analysis, grade analysis and 
quit.
File main menu Window view
Fig 4.2. O P SA M P  screen
b) Sub-m enu display
Eleven tasks can be performed if option 1 is selected. These are displayed as 
the bar menu which appears on the right side of the screen (Fig 4.3).
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Fig 4.3. B ar m enu for sam pling program
The eleven tasks are :
Task 1 : Edit is to open a data filename . This command allows the user to display 
data as well as to modify drillhole data. The subsequent windows displayed in the 
editing mode are shown in Fig 4.4 through 4.6.
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Fig 4.4. The first input phase of the editing data  file
Fig 4.5. The second input phase of the editing data file
Ü
Ü
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Template for inputting data
Header
Fig 4.6. Exam ple of the editing drillhole data  file
Task 2 : Save is to save any modified data or text input from either window or 
template. For instance, once the data file as shown in Fig 4.6 has been 
modified from the window, then simply select the 'Save' command to 
update to opened file.
Task 3 : View is to display by viewing a current plotting graph.
Task 4 : Mscat is to open a scatter plot program menu as well as to display a two 
dimensional graphic plot. This program requires the file of data whether 
from the file of drillhole data or the file of two variable plots.
Fig 4.7 and 4.8 are displayed when performing task 4.
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Fig 4.7. The first window of input phase of 
scatter program
Fig 4.8. The second window of inpu t phase of 
scatter program
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[lip|Escp| Plot data <ms ssrseft
Fig.4.9. The th ird  window of inpu t phase of 
scatter program
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Task 5 : Mdclus is to open declustering program menu as well as to decluster 
drillhole data having clustered holes. The respective windows are shown 
in Fig 4.9 through 4.12.
Fig 4.10. The first window of input phase of 
declustering program
Fig 4.11. The second window of input phase of 
declustering program
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| D eclustering  P rogram  M enu
^Filename '
Title of project run : Coal project I990| 
¡S e lec tio n  o f  run classified  I  • 1SSS3SÌ
•Block Size Setting
Minimum length of area : | ; I;56flQ(ff 
Maximum length of area :;ri.l62CXXX) 
Number of cells . : 10 '• !
Number of origin off set ; : 2 :: i  
Anisotropy for y direction s 1 !. v■=
Anisotropy for z direction: 1 H
minimum length in x direction
Fig 4.12. The th ird  window of input phase of 
declustering program
T ask  6 : Msvar o p tio n  o p en s  e s tim a tio n  v a ria n ce  p ro g ra m  m enu , show n  in F ig  
4 .1 2  th ro u g h  4 .17 .
Fig 4.13. The fisrt window of input phase of 
estim ation variance program
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Fig 4.14. The second window of inpu t phase of 
estim ation variance program
Fig 4.15. The third window of input phase of
estimation variance program
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Fig 4.16. The fourth window of input phase of 
estim ation variance program
Fig 4.17. The fifth window of input phase of
estimation variance program
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Fig 4.18. The last window of input phase of 
estim ation variance program
Task 7 : Mskrig option opens simple kriging program menu shown in Fig 4.18 
through 4.23.
Fig 4.19. The first window of input phase of 
simple kriging program
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Fig 4.20. The second window of input phase 
simple kriging program
Fig 4.21. The third window of input phase of
simple kriging program
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Fig 4.22. The fourth  window of input phase of 
simple kriging program
Fig 4.23. The fifth window of input phase of 
simple kriging program
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Estimation Variance Program Menu!
Slockdefimtion
¡Maximum distance between holes
¡Maximum vertical distance 40 i
Minimum number of holes 2 \
¡Maximum number of holes 2° I
j Angle of Alpha rotation o.o i
a Angle of Beta rotation o.o i
Angle of Theta rotation o.o i
Anisotropy-1 L0 I
¡Anisotropy-2 00 J
Esc I  Maximum coordinate in northing direction
Fig 4.24. The fifth window of input phase of 
simple kriging program
Task 8 : Run option executes the loaded programme in memory. It is advised to 
select the given options after input data have been saved in the appropriate 
namelist files. Fig 4.24 shows a typical task and window display.
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Fig 4.25. The window of the run option menu
Task 9 : Help option guides the user on the use of the system.
Task 10 : M enu  option returns a main menu OPSAMP  program to enable 
the user to select another run process.
Task 11 : Exit option returns to the DOS level.
4.2 BRANCH AND BOUND LOGIC AND RESPONSE
The TREE search procedure (Fig 4.26) systematically determines the best set 
of samples which gives the minimum estimation (kriging) variance. In order to 
ensure that the Branch and Bound technique works logically, eight hypothetical 
samples (four existing holes and four potential drillholes) were used to estimate a 
4500 m x 4500 m block ABCD (Fig 4.27). The coordinates of the block corners are
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Delete 
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f  Delete^ 
N ew l 
New2 
New3 j
f  Deleted 
N ew l 
New2 
\ ^N ew 4
f  Deleted 










Fig 4.26. T R E E  search of 4 New Samples
Fig 4.26 depicts how the Branch and Bound algorithm works with the four 
samples. The results presented in Table 4.4 confirm the procedure shown in Fig
4.26.
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m x E x isting  holes
408000 o  A dditional holes
4500 m
oo ■ D Ca o
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400000 ___ 1____1____ ___ 1___ 1___ 1_ .
1558 1562 1566 1570 x 1000 m
Easting
Fig 4.27. Block assigned for O P SA M P  validation
Table 4.2
Block Area Definition for 
Program  Validation






Exam ple of drillhole inform ation
Hole-Id Easting(m) Northing(m) Assay(%)
Newl 1561000 403000 0
New2 1565000 402500 0
New3 1566000 406000 0
New4 1564000 404700 0
Holel 1568000 405830 2 . 1 0
Hole2 1570000 404700 2 . 0 0
Hole3 1560000 401000 2.05
Hole4 1563000 408900 1.99
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Table 4.4
The output of T R E E  search procedure
Deleted additional samples Remaining additional samples
Newl New2, New3, New4
Newl, New2 New3, New4
Newl, New2, New3 New4
Newl, New2 New3, New4
Newl New2, New3, New4
New2 Newl, New3, New4
New2, New3 Newl, New4
New2, New3, New4 Newl
New2, New3 Newl, New4
New2 Newl, New3, New4
New3 Newl, New2, New4
New3, New4 Newl, New2
New3 Newl, New2, New4
New4
4.3 ESTIMATION(KRIGING) VARIANCE CALCULATION WITH 
THE TREE MODULE
After drillholes have been dropped from the available data by TREE module, 
the estimation (kriging) variances with the remaining samples are calculated using 
equations (1.5) and (2.28). To ensure that the variance computation is correct, the 
results obtained from OPSAMP system were compared with those obtained by a 
standard estimation (kriging) variance program SVAR . A hypothetical 4500 m x  
4500 m block and drillhole samples shown in Fig 4.28 and Table 4.5 were used in 
the exercise. The spherical variogram parameters Co=10 (% ft, C=95 (%ft and 
a=8000 m were assigned for this exercise.
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Table 4.6 through 4.9 summarize the comparative results. The complete validation 







o N ew holes 
x Existing holes 
+ Block data centre
1570 x 1000 m
Fig 4.28. K riging block definition 
with four block data centres
Table 4.5
C oordinates of the block centres 
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Table 4.6
Summary of O P S A M P  program 








3 0.2254 New2, New3, New4
2 0.3129 New3, New4
1 0.3326 New4
Table 4.7
Summary of S V A R  program 








3 0.2254 New2, New3, New4
2 0.3129 New3, New4
1 0.3326 New4
Table 4.8
Summary of O P S A M P  program 
for kriging variance calculation of sulfur
Block Centre Kriging variance Hole used 
Coordinates, m 
Easting Northing
1574115. 401515. 1.4581 New3, New4, Newl
1574115. 401515. 1.4584 New4, Newl
1574115. 401515. 1.4587 Newl
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Table 4.9
Summary of standard K R I G I N G  program 
for kriging variance calculation of sulfur
Block Centre Kriging variance Hole identification
Coordinates, m
Easting Northing (%>2
1574115. 401515. 1.4581 New3, New4, Newl
1574115. 401515. 1.4584 New4, Newl
1574115. 401515. 1.4587 Newl
4.4 AN APPLICATION OF O PSAM P  PROGRAM
This section compares estimate variance results reported by Kim (1981) with 
those obtained using the OPSAM P  system. The main difference in the two 
approaches is that OPSAMP "optimises" the combination of the best available set of 
samples by computer whereas Kim's approach uses the manual selection of the best 
set. Fig 4.29 shows the property area and the locations of existing and additional 
holes.
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1560 1570 1580 1590 1600 1610
Fig.4.29.
Easting




The spatial variabilities of both thickness and sulfur are shown in Fig 4.30 and Fig 
4.31 and the statistics and spherical variogram parameters used in this study are 
given in Table 4.10 and 4.11. The management proposed to drill an additional 26 
holes at a cost of $10,000/drillhole. Table 4.12 summarizes the locations of the 
additional holes suggested by two independent groups, Company and Cervantes. 
Using estimation variance, Kim (1981) found that the reliability of the global coal 
reserve can be achieved by 15 holes instead of 26 holes.
Using OPSAMP for both the proposed Company and Cervantes drillhole 
data gives the best result as shown in Fig 4.32. The results show that the 
combination of the best set of sample using the Company's data and OPSAMP is 
not much different to that originally selected by Cervantes. Using both Cervantes 
drillholes and OPSAMP also gave better results than those determined by Cervantes.
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Table 4.10 
Statistical param eters
Statistic Parameters Thickness Sulfur
Mean 51.02 in 2.7 %
Standard deviation 11.56 in 1.17%
Number of samples 123 112
THICKNESS VARIOGRAM - COAL SEAM 
DIRECTION - 0. MEAN = 51.000
WINDOW - 90. VARIANCE - 134.0000
CLASS SIZE - 1003.00 NO. OF SAMPLES * 123 
LOGARITHMS - NO
Figure 4.30. Experimental and Fitted V ariogram  
for Thickness
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PERCENT SULFUR VARIOGRAM : E-SEAM 
DIRECTION - 0. MEAN - 2.700
WINDOW - 93. VARIANCE - 1.3600
CLASS SIZE - 1003.00 NO. CF SAMPLES - 112 
LOGARITH1S - NO
Fig 4.31. Experim ental and Fitted Variogram  
for Sulfur
Table 4.11
Spherical Variogram  Param eters
Parameters Thickness Sulfur
Nugget (Co) 10.0 in2 0.20 (%)2
c 95.0 in2 1.16
Range (a) 8000 ft 6600 ft
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Table 4.12







1 1584281 429197 1582000 410000
2 1587572 427849 1585500 438000
3 1584438 422118 1595000 437000
4 1581545 423574 1581500 422500
5 1578221 426401 1583500 431500
6 1578533 417766 1591500 430500
7 1580533 419591 1576500 429000
8 1582049 421605 1580500 419500
9 1588522 419268 1589000 421000
10 1588458 421267 1592500 419000
11 1585297 423958 1590500 426500
12 1582210 425150 1852500 412500
13 1580866 427120 1584000 429500
14 1575934 424030 1584500 434500
15 1575934 430042 1584500 422500
16 1577730 429591 1578500 427500
17 1576717 431969 1588000 440500
18 1579445 431670 1586500 431000
19 1582403 430895 1581500 428000
20 1584046 434373 1578000 431000
21 1585465 438045 1579500 418000
22 1587471 435069 1574500 426500
23 1585067 436116 1582000 424500
24 1578117 438322 1576000 423500
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Number of holes
Fig 4.32 C om parison of developm ent drilling design 
with and w ithout O PSAM P  program
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Program OP SAMP has been developed using FORTRAN -77L compiler. 
The basis of application of the program is to aid the geologist and mining engineer in 
developing the optimal sampling strategy for ore and non-ore reserve estimation.
The procedure of optimal sampling design using the OPSAMP program 
principally does not depend upon the value of individual sample grade; instead the 
use of the underlying variogram model of the existing samples allows arrival at a 
geostatistical solution of the impact of additional samples. The system developed 
takes advantage of use the geostatistical method in assessing the best selection of 
new drill-sites. These best new drill-sites chosen by OPSAMP must be part of the 
possible new drill-sites which are commonly predetermined by the geologist. In 
other words, the proposed new drill-site must be determined by a geologist prior to 
using the OPSAMP program.
The program offers either global or local estimation procedure for analysing optimal 
sampling design. In the global estimation procedure, all existing samples are used to 
contribute to the impact of any new additional sample while in the local procedure, 
the contribution of the selected samples around the block is used for optimizing 
sampling development. In addition to this, the procedure of the selection of every 
combination of the sample set utilizes the subroutine TREE . This subroutine
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performs the search procedure, then from each combination of the sample set the 
estimation (kriging) variance is computed. Every selection of samples creates the 
systematic error; this error is statistically called dispersion of error distribution. 
Using the geostatistical method it can be minimized by proper selection of the best 
set of samples using estimation (kriging) computation. So, the minimum variance 
estimation provides the best selection of samples from those available.
The program OPSAMP uses the ANSI codes to drive multi-window input­
output menus for displaying data or text informations. The program has been 
purposely developed for easy use. The program can handle a maximium of 150 
additional data (drillhole data) and it can be extended to a limit of 250 data. 
Furthermore, the program can be run in, at least PC-Turbo/IBM-XT with the aid of 
co-processor of XT  computer type.
5.2. CONCLUSION
The purpose of developing the OPSAMP program is to assist the geologist 
to avoid the misjudgement of locating the sites of holes or at least to minimize the 
error produced by ill-placed drill sites as well as to allow a quick determination of 
the impact of an additional drillhole site for ore reserve estimation. Throughout the 
results obtained from the case example given in Chapter 4, it was found that the 
selection of the optimal sampling program by the computer is one of the alternative 
ways which can practically reduce the error made by manual selection. The 
improvement of the optimal sampling program can arbitrarily be made prior to actual 
drilling procedure; thus the more the improvement is achieved the better the result is 
obtained with the minimum sampling error.
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The developed OPSAMP program is fruitfully used to select the additional 
samples pre-determined by the geologist in conjuntion with the available marginal 
cost of the drilling program. Even though the impact of arbitrary samples on the 
evaluation of ore reserve may affect the mean assay value of samples, the reduction 
of this mean might not reduce the quality of ore estimate too much because the 
improvement of sampling development can basically provide the reliability of ore 
estimate.
5.3 RECOM END ATION FO R FUTURE W ORK
The program OPSAMP developed can only be suitable in assessing the 
optimal sampling design with no drift assumed. In other words the presence of drift 
can be assumed to be close to zero value. Under drift assumption, the OPSAMP 
program is not well-suited. But the alternative way to cope with this problem, an 
application of universal kriging variance method is more fruitful for such a case.
In order to promote the extensive use of the program in a practical way, the 
program should be developed for two type functions of estimation procedure (with 
drift and no drift ). In addition to these, a declustering technique should be 
incorporated for reducing the influence of more weights from the rich zone to the 
poor zone which may affect the uncertainty of the estimation procedure.
The program developed can suitably be run in at least Turbo/IBM -XT  
because the computer speed is required for rapid processing of data. Even though the 
technique of fixed selection by rejecting unnecessary samples is set up in the 
program for cutting down the search process of TREE , in searching a set of finite 
possible combination of samples, the computer speed seems to be the major priority 
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Appendix 1 - 2
VALIDATION OF OPSAMP PROGRAM 
FOR GLOBAL ESTIMATION PROCEDURE
INPUT OF OPSAMP PROGRAM :
FILES OF DATA
DRILLHOLE DATA FILENAME : DRILL.DAT
BLOCK DATA FILE NAME : BLK.DAT
NAMELIST FILE NAME : SVAR.LST
OUPUT OF OPSAMP PROGRAM :
OUPUTFILE NAME : SVAR.OUT
SUMMARY OUTPUT FILE NAME : REPORT.FIL
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NEW1 403000. 1561000. 0 . 0.0
NEW2 402500. 1565000. 0 . 0.0
NEW3 406000. 1566000. 0 . 0.0
NEW4 404700. 1564000. 0 . 0.0
HOLE1 405830. 1568000. 0 . 2.1
HOLE2 404700. 1570000. 0 . 2.0
HOLE3 401000. 1560000. 0 . 2.05














TYPE OF VG 
NESTED GH = 
SILL = 











































Appendix I - 5
OUTPUT OF OPSAM P PROGRAM














D ISCRETIZA TIO N  PARAM ETERS
NDX= NUMBER OF POINTS EAST-WEST 
NDY= NUMBER OF POINTS NORTH-SOUTH 
NDZ= NUMBER OF POINTS VERTICALLY 1
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DRILLHOLE ANALYSIS
NUMBER OF HOLES =8
BLOCK VARIANCE =0 11177E+03
VARIANCE OF A POINT WITHIN THE BLOCK =0.70199E+00 
COVARIANCE BETWEEN SAMPLES =0.83592E+00




















NUMBER OF HOLES =7
NUMBER OF NEW HOLES =3
BLOCK VARIANCE =0.11177E+03
VARIANCE OF A POINT WITHIN THE BLOCK =0.70199E+00 
COVARIANCE BETWEEN SAMPLES =0.81639E+00
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NUMBER OF HOLES =6
NUMBER OF NEW HOLES =2
BLOCK VARIANCE =0.11177E+03
VARIANCE OF A POINT WITHIN THE BLOCK =0.70199E+00 
COVARIANCE BETWEEN SAMPLES =0.80884E+00
COVARIANCE SAMPLES AND BLOCK =0.91189E+00
ESTIMATION VARIANCE =0.31296E+00
D RILLH O LE LOCATIONS
NEW HOLES
IN SAMPLING EAST NORTH
NEW3 0.157E+07 0.406E+06
NEW4 0.156E+07 0.405E+06
NUMBER OF HOLES =5
NUMBER OF NEW HOLES =1
BLOCK VARIANCE =0.11177E+03
VARIANCE OF A POINT WITHIN THE BLOCK =0.70199E+00 
COVARIANCE BETWEEN SAMPLES =0.82420E+00
COVARIANCE SAMPLES AND BLOCK =0.92944E+00
ESTIMATION VARIANCE =0.33269E+00
D RILLH O LE LOCATIONS 
NEW HOLES
IN SAMPLING EAST NORTH
NEW4 0.156E+07 0.405E+06
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EXECUTION OF ESTIMATION VARIANCE PROGRAM
RUN PA RAM ETERS :













D ISCRETIZA TIO N  PARAM ETERS
NDX= NUMBER OF POINTS EAST-WEST 
NDY= NUMBER OF POINTS NORTH-SOUTH 
NDZ= NUMBER OF POINTS VERTICALLY
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DEFINITION OF BLOCK-NODES
(1562890., 400390., 0 .0)
(1562890., 404890., 0 .0)
(1567390., 404890., 0 .0)
(1567390., 400390., 0 .0)
AREA OF BLOCK = 0.20256670E+08
NUMBER OF HOLES = 7 
COVARIANCE SAMPLES AND BLOCK 
COVARIANCE BETWEEN SAMPLES 
VARIANCE OF A POINT WITHIN THE BLOCK 
ESTIMATION VARIANCE
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DEFINITION OF BLOCK-NODES
(1562890., 400390., 0 .0)
(1562890., 404890., 0 .0)
(1567390., 404890., 0 .0)
(1567390., 400390., 0 .0)
AREA OF BLOCK = 0.20256670E+08
NUMBER OF HOLES = 6 
COVARIANCE SAMPLES AND BLOCK 
COVARIANCE BETWEEN SAMPLES 
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DEFINITION OF BLOCK-NODES
(1562890., 400390., 0 .0)
(1562890., 404890., 0 .0)
(1567390., 404890., 0 .0)
(1567390., 400390., 0 .0)
AREA OF BLOCK = 0.20256670E+08
NUMBER OF HOLES = 5
COVARIANCE SAMPLES AND BLOCK 
COVARIANCE BETWEEN SAMPLES 
VARIANCE OF A POINT WITHIN THE BLOCK 
ESTIMATION VARIANCE
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VALIDATION O F OPSAMP PROGRAM  
FO R  LO C A L ESTIM ATION PRO CED U RE
INPUT O F OPSAMP PROGRAM  :




DRILLHOLE DATA FILENAME 
BLOCK DATA FILE NAME 
NAMELIST FILE NAME
OUPUT OF OPSAMP PROGRAM  :
OUPUT FILE : SKRIG.OUT 
REPORT FILE : REPORT.FIL
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BLOCK FILE = ’NODE.DAT’

















MIN HOLES = 2




SEMI MAJOR = 1
MINOR = 0
&END
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OUTPUT OF OPSAMP PROGRAM














D ISCRETIZATIO N PARAM ETERS
NDX= NUMBER OF POINTS EAST-WEST 
NDY= NUMBER OF POINTS NORTH-SOUTH 
NDZ= NUMBER OF POINTS VERTICALLY
THE BLOCK CENTRE DATA
(401515 1574115 0 .0)
(402640 1574115 0 .0)
(401515 1575240 0 .0)
(402640 1575240 0 .0)




NUMBER OF HOLES = 8
BLOCK VARIANCE = 0.10500E+01










NUMBER OF HOLES = 7
NUMBER OF NEW HOLES= 3 
BLOCK VARIANCE = 0.10500E+01













NUMBER OF HOLES = 6 
NUMBER OF NEW HOLES = 2 
BLOCK VARIANCE = 0.10500E+01 
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NEW1 0.156E+07 0.403E+06
NUMBER OF HOLES = 5
NUMBER OF NEW HOLES = 1
BLOCK VARIANCE = 0.10500E+01
KRIGING VARIANCE = 0.14587E+01
NEW HOLES EAST NORTH
IN SAMPLING
NEW1 0.156E+07 0.403E+06
OPTIMAL SOLUTION OF DRILLHOLE ANALYSIS
HOLES KRIGING HOLESTD
4 1.45202 NEWl NEW2 NEW3 NEW4
3 1.45813 NEW3 NEW4 NEWl
2 1.45837 NEW4 NEWl
1 1.45866 NEWl
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EXECUTION OF KRIGING PROGRAM














DISCRETIZA TIO N  PARAM ETERS
NDX= NUMBER OF POINTS EAST-WEST 4
ND Y= NUMBER OF POINTS NORTH-SOUTH 4 
NDZ= NUMBER OF POINTS VERTICALLY 1
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THE BLOCK CENTRE DATA
(0.15741E+07, 0.40151E+06, 0.0)
NUMBER OF SAMPLES =7 
BLOCK VARIANCE = 1.0500 










THE BLOCK CENTRE DATA
(0.15741E+07, 0.40151E+06, 0.0)
NUMBER OF SAMPLES = 6  
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TH E BLOCK CENTRE DATA
(0.15741E+07, 0.40151E+06, 0.0)
NUMBER OF SAMPLES = 5  
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APPENDIX II
OTPOT OF '
INPUT OF OPSAM P PROGRAM
DATA FILES
DRILLHOLE DATA FILE NAME 





OUTPUT OF OPSAM P PROGRAM
OUTPUT FILES :
OUTPUT FILE NAME : SVAR.OUT
SUMMARY OUTPUT FILE NAME : REPORT.FIL
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=  0 
=  0 
=  0 
=  1 
=  0
' POLY.DAT '
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OUTPUT OF OPSAMP PROGRAM 
USING COMPANY DRILLHOLE DATA
OPTIMAL SOLUTION OF DRILLHOLE ANALYSIS
NO. HOLES ESTIMATION POTENTIAL
VARIANCE HOLES
5 0.945148 NEW1 NEW2 NEW3
NEW4 NEW5
10 0.830749 NEW1 NEW2 NEW3
NEW4 NEW5 NEW6
NEW7 NEW 8 NEW25
15 0.762585 NEW1 NEW2 NEW3
NEW4 NEW5 NEW6





NEW6 NEW7 NEW8 
NEW9 NEW10 NEW11 
NEW12 NEW13 NEW14 
NEW15 NEW16NEW17 
NEW18 NEW19 NEW20 
NEW21 NEW22 NEW23 
NEW24 NEW25
NEW1 NEW2 NEW3 
NEW4 NEW5 NEW6 
NEW7 NEW8 NEW9 
NEW10 NEW11 NEW12 
NEW13 NEW14NEW15 
NEW16 NEW17 NEW18 
NEW19 NEW20 NEW21 
NEW22 NEW23 NEW24 
NEW25
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OUTPUT OF OPSAMP PROGRAM 
USING CERVANTES DRILLHOLE DATA
OPTIMAL SOLUTION OF DRILLHOLE ANALYSIS
NO. HOLES ESTIMATION POTENTIAL
VARIANCE HOLES
5 0.935267 NEW20 NEW21 NEW22
NEW23 NEW25





15 0.732466 NEW1 NEW2 NEW3
NEW4 NEW5 NEW6
NEW7 NEW8 NEW9




NEW1 NEW2 NEW8 
NEW9 NEW10 NEW11 
NEW12 NEW13 NEW14 
NEW15 NEW16 NEW17 
NEW18 NEW19NEW20 
NEW21 NEW22 NEW23 
NEW24 NEW25
NEW1 NEW2 NEW3 
NEW4 NEW5 NEW6 
NEW7 NEW8 NEW9 
NEW10 NEW11 NEW12 
NEW13 NEW14NEW15 
NEW16 NEW17 NEW18 
NEW19 NEW20 NEW21 
NEW22 NEW23 NEW24 
NEW25
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A Menu Program System 
Zul Ichwan
Department of Civil and Mining Engineering 





Program Menu provides the following 
capabilities :
1. Data editing
2. Menu editing (Statistic, Decluster, Scatter, 
Local and Global estimation programs)
3. Plotting (On Screen, Dot Printer, Plotter)
4. Guidance Information
Program Limitation :
1.150 drillhole data 
2. Co-processor required
























OPEN A TRANSPARENT CONSOLE 
OPEN (40,FILE=' CON', ACCES S='TRAN SP ARENT) 
OPEN TEMPLATE FILES











IF(NCOD.EQ.8) GOTO 20 
GOTO 10
20 PRINT; [0m [2J'
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C------------------------------------------------ ----- -— I
SUBROUTINE LOGO
Subroutine to display a logo "OPS AMP" I














_________________________ ______ ___ _________ 1
Call background color to paint the OPS AMP screen I



















CALL LENCHAR(LCHAR, CHARI, ITER)
JRW=JROW(l)
JCL=JCOL(l) _




CALL DSPLAY (JRW, JCL,CB 1 ,CF1 ,IB, 1 )
IB=IB+1
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c -------------------------------
SUBROUTINE BOX







Open a box template in the 'BOX.DRW' file I
OPEN^bJFILE^BOX.DRW ’̂ TA TU S^O LD '^C C ESS^SEQ U EN TIA
+L')
READ(56,BX)
DO 10 1=1,ITER 
IF(LEQ.l) PST=CHAR(1)
IF(LGT. 1.AND.LLT.ITER) PST=CHAR(2) 
rF(I.EQ.ITER) PST=CHAR(3)
K=LEN (CHARNB (PST))
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c ------------------------------
SUBROUTINE HLIGHT






Open file "FLASH.ELS" containing an ASCII symbol I








































C Subroutine to display main OPS AMP menu program I
C------------------------------- -------- --------------------------------- 1












COMMON/LOC/JRO W (10), JCOL( 10) ,NDIGT (50) ,ISTP,ITER,ND AT 













C Set ISW=1 For calling menu of sampling program I 
C ISW=2 For calling menu of ore analysis program I
C ISW=3 For getting out of the programme I
C------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ 1












Open the sub-menu file OPS AMP program I





CALL FR AME(JROW ( 1 ), JCOL( 1 )-1 ,CB2,'35m' ,LCHAR,NDIGT, 1, 
1 ITER-1,ISTP)









C Draw a line around a menu I
C--------------------------------------------1



















DO 20 I=1,LMD-LMT 





C Call subroutine scroll
CALL S CROLL(JROW (1), J COL( 1))
CALL SUBMENU ,  _ XT
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SUBROUTINE DSPLAY(JRW,JCL,CB 1 ,CF1,11,12) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1
C--------------------------------------------------------------- --------I












CHARACTER CHARI *80,CHAR2*80,HOLID* 10.CTP* 1 ,PST*80, 
+PSH*80




C If ISW=1, Text display only I
C--------------------------------------   1
PST(1 :LCHAR)=CHAR1 (II)
CALL CTEXT(JRW,JCL,CB 1 ,CF1,1 ,LCHAR)




CALL CTEXT (JRW, J COL(I2),CB 1 ,CF 1,1 ,NDIGT (II)) 
ELSEIF(CTP(I1)EQ.'N') THEN 
PST=PST(1:NDIGT(I1))












CALL WRTDAT(JRW,JCOL(2),CB 1 ,CF1 ,NDIGT(2),X(I1)) 
CALL HLIGHT 
PST=PST( 1 :NDIGT(3))










CALL W RTDAT(JRW,JCOL(5),CBl,CFl,NDIGT(5),G(Il)) 
120 CONTINUE















































---------------------------------------- ----- ----------- 1
SUBROUTINE to scroll the cursor up and down
COMMON/V ARI/ CHAR1(50),CHAR2(50),DINF(50),CTP(50),VAL(50) 
1,C(5),RANG(5)
COMMON/PAR/PST,HLINE










COMMON/LOC/ JRO W (10), J COL( 10) ,NDIGT (50) ,ISTP,ITER,ND AT 
CHARACTER*5 CB1,CF1,CB2,CF2
CHARACTER CHARI*80,CHAR2*80,DINF*80,CTP* 1 ,PST*80, 













Mark an ASCII code used to NCOD
IF NCOD =1, Cursor up 
NCOD =2 , Cursor down 
NCOD =3 , Move right 
NCOD =4 , Move left 
NCOD =5 , Return Key 
NCOD =6 , Escape 
NCOD =7 , DELETE 
NCOD =10, Clear SCREEN 
IF(ISW.GE.3) GOTO 32 
PST=PSH
CALL CTEXT(24,19,' [45m',’ [30m',1,50)





C ISW = 2 Data display onto screen I
C---------------------------------------------------1
EF(ISW.GT.2) GOTO 33 
PST=DINF(I1)
CALL CTEXT(24,20,' [45m7 [30m',l,LEN(CHARNB(DINF(Il)))) 
ENDIF
C-----------------------------------------------------  -I
C Call key symbol function I
C--------------------------------------------------------------1
33 CALL KEYSTROK(JR, JC,NCOD,11)
C-------------------------------------- 1
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JB2=I2
If IDIV=1 one column provided I 
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Save the modified texts or data in an array provided I










HOLID(11 )=PST ( 1 :ITP)
GOTO 30




Y (11 )=GETV AL()
GOTO 30















Scroll data onto the screen every ten at a time 
controlled by NACC=-1 to move UP 
and NACC=1 to move DO
IF(NCOD.EQ.l.AND.Il.GT.l) NACC=-1 
IF(NCOD.EQ. 1.AND.I1 .EQ. 1) GOTO 35
IF(NCOD.EQ.2.AND.Il.LT.NHOL) NACC=1 





DO 44 LK=1,10 
IN=IN+NACC


















IF (NCOD.GT.4) GOTO 40
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SUBROUTINE SCREEN(JR 1,JC1 ,CB 1 ,CF 1,JB1 ,ILAG,11 ,ITR 1 ,ITR2 
1,KW)








































Subroutine to open a template file I
DIMENSION CHAR 1(16),JROW(50),JCOL(50) 
COMMON/PAR/PST,HLINE 
NAMELIST/TEMPLl/JROW,JCOL, ITER, CHARI, ISTP 




























Subroutine to display routine tasks of OPSAMP program I








COMMON/D AT A/HOLID( 150), Y (150) ,X(150),Z( 150),G( 150), WT (150), 
+NHOL








CALL CTEXT(24,2,' [42m',' [31m',l,LEN(CHARNB(PST)))
IF (CHAR 1 (OPT) EQ . Edit') THEN
ISW=3
CALLEDIT(l)
ELSEIF(CHAR 1 (OPT).EQ.'View') THEN 
CALL MVIEW
ELSEIF(CHAR 1 (OPT).EQ. 'Mscat') THEN 
CALLMSCAT
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Clear all texts from the monitor I
NCOD=10
ELSEIF(CHAR 1 (OPT).EQ.'Menu’) THEN
NCOD=10
CALL MAIN
































CHARACTER PST*80,DINF*80,HOLID* 10,CTP* 1,CHARI *80, 
+CHAR2*80
CHARACTER*5 CB1,CF1,CB2,CF2,FRMT*25 
CHARACTER HLINE*80,CHAR3*80,FRM* 10,NAMX*25, 
+NAMY*25 
CALL BGROUND(22)











C----------------------------------------------------------------------------   1




OPEN (UNIT=55 ,FILE='M VIE W.PAR', ACCES S ='SEQUENTI AL', 
STATUS='OLD')
READ(43,STR1)










Frame setting around a menu I
CALL FRAM E(JROW (l)-l,JCOL(l)-l,' [42m',' 30m',LCHAR, 
+NDIGT,ITER,ISTP)






CALL SCREEN(JROW(l),JCOL(l),' [42m', CF2,1,1,IS TP,ITER 
,IT1,KW)
ELSEIF(L.EQ.2) THEN 




CALL FRAME(JROW (l)-l,JCOL(l)-5,' [44m',' [32m',LCHAR, 
+NDIGT,ITER,ISTP)



















20 REWIND 43 
REWIND 55
NAMX='Number of holes’
NAMY='Estimation variance [in2] '
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MODEL=10
ENDEF













COMMON/N S V/N S A V,CHAR3 (25) ,G V AL(50)
COMMON/SEL/OPT,KEYS
COMMON/LOC/JROW(10), JCOL( 10) ,NDIGT(50),IS TP,ITER,ND AT 
CHARACTER PST*80,DINF*80,CTP* 1,CHARI *80,CHAR2*80 
1 ,HLINE*80,CHAR3*80
C--------------------- --------------------- ----- --------------1



















C Create namelist file for BSTAT I 
C--------------------------------------------- 1















C Write a namelist file for SVAR program I
C------------------------------------------------- 1
33 OPEN (43 ,FILE=' S V AR.LST' ,S T ATU S='UNKN OWN', ACCES S=
+'SEQUENTIAL')
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WRITE(43,50) '&SVR'
WRITE(43,51) TITLED,... ,CHAR3(1),....











WRITE(43,51) T IT L E =,... ,CHAR3(1),....
WRITE(43,51) ,FILENAME=V",,,CHAR3(2),...

























NP=G V AL(L W)
GOTO 18
21 11=0















































































Subroutine to edit data onto screen
COMMON/VARtyCHARl(50),CHAR2(50),DINF(50),CTP(50), 
+VAL(50),C(5) ,RANG(5)









COMMON/LOC/JROW (10), JCOL( 10),NDIGT (50) ,ISTP,ITER,ND AT 
NAMELIST/FM/HLINE,JROW,JCOL,ITER,CTP,NDIGT,ISTP 
CHARACTER PST*80,DINF*80,CTP* 1,CHARI *80,CHAR2*80 
CHARACTER*5 CB1,CF1,CB2,CF2
CHARACTER NFIL* 12,PSH* 80,HOLID* 10,HLINE* 80,FRM* 10
IDIV=5
EDIF=0












PST='Enter data filename to run 
ELSE
PST='Enter file name of data to be EDITED : '
ENDIF





CALL WINDOW 1 
PST=HLINE
CALL CTEXT(9,26,' [47m',' [44m’,l,LEN(CHARNB(PST))) 
OPEN(UNIT=43,FILE='FORM.STR,,STATUS='OLD',ACCESS=













8 IF(LEQ.IO) GOTO 10

















































PST=' Run Options '
CALL CTEXT(7,32,' [41m',’ [35m',1,14)
DO 5 1=1,ITER




CALL S CROLL( JROW (1), J COL( 1))
If IVAR=1, execute BASIC STATISTIC program I
IVAR=2, execute SCATTER program I
IVAR=3, execute SVAR program I


















C IF(CHK.EQ. 1.) CALL OPSAMP
C IF(CHK.EQ.O.) CALL ERRM(4) 
RETURN 
END




























C Open HELP file I 
C--------------------------- 1






CALL LENCHAR(LCHAR, CHARI, ITER)
JRW=JROW(l)
JCL=JCOL(l)











































COMMON/LOC/JROW (10), JCOL( 10),NDIGT(50) ,ISTP,ITER,ND AT 
NAMELIST/MNU/HLINE,CHARI,DINF,JROW,JCOL,NDIGT,ISTP, 
+ITER,CTP
CHARACTER PST*80,DINF*80,HOLID* 10,CH*80,CTP* 1,
+CHAR1 *80,CH AR2* 80 ,HLINE*80,FRM*10 
EDIV=1








Open OPSAMP menu I








----------------------------------------------- ------ ------- 1





CALL FRAME(JRW-1,JCL-5,CB 1 ,CF 1 ,LCHAR,NDIGT, 1 ,ITER,ISTP) 
JRW=JROW(l)
JCL=JCOL(l)
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C Display the complete main menu by calling DSPLAY subroutine I
DO 101=1,ITER
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SUBROUTINE LEN CHAR(LCHAR,CHAR 1 ,ITER)
DIMENSION CHAR 1(50)
CHARACTER CHARI *80 
LCHAR=0
--------------------- --------------------------------1

































COMMON/COLOR/CB1 ,CF 1 ,CB2,CF2 
COMMON/P AR/PS T,HLINE 
COMMON/SEL/OPT,KEY S 
COMMON/FORMT/FRM,LCHAR
























Read "structure" and "default run parameters" program
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READ(43,STR2)
CALL LENCHAR(LCHAR, CHARI, ITER)
C Frame a catalog by calling subroutine FRAME I
CALL FRAM E(JROW (l)-l,JCOL(l)-l,' [42m',' [30m',LCHAR, 
+NDIGT ,ITER,ISTP)





CALL SCREEN(JR0W(1),JC0L(1),' [42m',CF2,1,1,ISTP,ITER 
+,IT1,KW)
ELSEIF(L.EQ.2) THEN 




CALL FRA M E(JR0W (l)-l,JC0L(l)-5,' [44m7 [32m’,LCHAR,NDIGT, 
LITER,ISTP)




CALL S CROLL(JROW (1), J COL( 1))
LP=0
DO 15 M=1,IT1 
DO 15 N=1,ITER 
LP=LP+1 
LK=LK+1
IF(CTP(LP).EQ.,C ) THEN 
CH AR3 (LK)=CHAR2(LP)
ELSEIF(CTP(LP).EQ.'N') THEN 


















CALL PLT2D(X,Y,G,NAMX,NAMY,NHOL, 1 ,IOPORT,MODEL) 
CALL BGROUND(22)























COMMON/DATA/HOLID( 150), Y (150) ,X(150) ,Z( 150),G( 150), WT( 150), 
+NHOL
COMMON/S WT/N COD,IS W,I VAR 
COMMON/NSV/NSAV,CHAR3(25),GVAL(50)

































Read structure and parameter files I
OPEN (UNIT=43 ,FILE=’D CLU S .S TR', ACCES S=’ SEQUENTIAL', 
+STATUS='OLD')
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window frame setting I
CALL FRAM E(JROW (l)-l,JCOL(l)-l,' [42m’,’ [30m',LCHAR, 
+NDIGT, 1,ITER,ISTP)











CALL FRAM E(JROW (l)-l,JCOL(l)-l,' [46m',’ [32m’,LCHAR, 
+NDIGT, 1,ITER, ISTP)











CALL FRAM E(JROW (l)-l,JCOL(l)-l,' [42m’,’ [35m’,LCHAR, 
+NDIGT, 1,ITER,ISTP)
IF(GPAR.EQ.L) ITER=ITER-1






CALL S CREEN(JROW(1),JCOL( 1) ,CB 1 ,CF 1, L1JSTP,ITER,IT 1 ,KW) 
END IF
CALL SCROLL( JROW (1), J COL( 1))
LP=0
DO 15 M=1,IT1 
DO 15 N=LITER 
LP=LP+1 
LK=LK+1
i f (c t p (l p ).e q : c ) t h e n
CHAR3(LK)=CHAR2(LP)
ELSEIF(CTP(LP).EQ.,N,) THEN
























Subroutine to open the file of statistical program menu









COMMON/COLOR/CB1 ,CF 1 ,CB2,CF2 
COMMON/PAR/PST,HLINE 
COMMON/SEL/OPT,KE Y S 
COMMON/FORMT/FRM,LCHAR




















PST='Program Basic Statistic Menu'






















window frame setting I
CALL FRAM E(JROW (l)-l,JCOL(l)-l,' [42m',’ [30m',LCHAR, 
+NDIGT„ITER,ISTP)











CALL FRAM E(JROW (l)-l,JCOL(l)-l,' [46m',' [32m',LCHAR, 
+NDIGT,1, ITER,ISTP)










CALL LENCHAR(LCHAR, CHARI, ITER)
CALL FRAM E(JROW (l)-l,JCOL(l)-l,' [42m’,’ [35m',LCHAR, 
+NDIGT, ITERJSTP)








DO 15 M=1,IT1 
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GOTO 5
























COMMON/COLOR/CB1 ,CF1 ,CB2,CF2 
COMMON/PAR/PS T,HLINE 
COMMON/DIV/IDIV,IDIF 


































PST='IYogram Simple Kriging Menu'



















Read structure and parameter files I











window frame setting I
CALL FRAM E(JROW (l)-l,JCOL(l)-l,' [42m',' [30m',LCHAR,NDIGT, 
+ITERJSTP)















CALL FRAM E(JROW (l)-l,JCOL(l)-l,' [46m’,' [32m',LCHAR,NDIGT, 
+ITER,ISTP)








CALL SCREEN(JROW(1),JCOL( 1),' [46m',CF2,l,l,ISTP,ITER,ITl, 
+KW)
ELSEIF(L.EQ.3) THEN






CALL FRAM E(JROW (l)-l,JCOL(l)-l,' [42m',' [35m’,LCHAR, 
+NDIGT,1, ITER,ISTP)











CALL FRAM E(JROW (l)-l,JCOL(l)-l,' [43m',' [35m',LCHAR,NDIGT, 
1,ITER,ISTP)












CALL FRAM E(JROW (l)-l,JCOL(l)-l,' [41m',' [35m',LCHAR,NDIGT, 
+ITER,ISTP)












CALL FRAME(JROW(1)-1,JCOL( 1)-1,' [45m*,' [30m’,LCHAR, 
+NDIGT,1 
1,ITER,ISTP)




CALL S CREEN (JROW (1), J COL( 1) ,CB 1 ,CF 1,1,1 ,ISTP,ITER,IT 1 ,KW) 
ELSEIF(L.EQ.7) THEN





CALL FRAM E(JROW (l)-l,JCOL(l)-l,' [47m’,' [30m',LCHAR, 
+NDIGT,1 
1,ITER,ISTP)









CALL FRAM E(JROW (l)-l,JCOL(l)-l,’ [42m',’ [33m',LCHAR, 
+NDIGT,1,
1 ITER,ISTP)















DO 15 M=1,IT1 
DO 15 N= 1,ITER 
LP=LP+1 
LK=LK+1





























































PST='Program Estimation Variance Menu'
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L=1
c----------------------------c
C Read structure and parameter files
C----------------------------------------------- C
OPEN (UNIT=43 ,FILE-GLO. STR' ,ACCES S=' SEQUENTIAL',









CALL LENCHAR(LCHAR, CHARI, ITER)
C --------------------------- 1
C window frame setting 
C------------------------------------ 1
CALL FRAME(JROW(1)-1,JCOL( 1 ) - 1 [42m’,' [30m’,LCHAR,NDIGT 
+,1,ITER,ISTP)










CALL LENCHAR(LCHAR, CHARI, ITER)
CALL FRAM E(JROW (l)-l,JCOL(l)-l,' [46m',' [32m',LCHAR,NDIGT 
1ITER,ISTP)











CALL FRAM E(JROW (l)-l,JCOL(l)-l,' [41m’,' [35m',LCHAR, 
+NDIGT, 1,
1 ITER,IS TP)




CALL SCREEN(JROW(1),JCOL( 1),CB 1 ,CF1,1,1 ,ISTP,ITER,IT1 ,KW) 
ELSEIF(L.EQ.4) THEN 
IDIV=2






CALL FRAM E(JROW (l)-l,JCOL(l)-l,' [45m’,' [30m’,LCHAR, 
+NDIGT„MODEL,ISTP)













CALL LENCHAR(LCHAR, CHARI, ITER)
CALL FRAM E(JROW (l)-l,JCOL(l)-l,' [47m',' [30m’,LCHAR, 
+NDIGT, 1 
1,ITER,ISTP)










CALL FRAM E(JROW (l)-l,JCOL(l)-l,' [42m’,’ [33m,,LCHAR, 
+NDIGT, 1,
1 ITERJSTP)





CALL SCREEN(JROW( 1),JCOL( 1 ),CB 1 ,CF 1,1,1 ,ISTP,ITER,IT 1 ,KW) 
ENDIF
CALL SCROLL(JROW (1 ),JCOL( 1))
LP=0
DO 15 M=1,IT1 
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SUBROUTINE HEADER(FNAME,N,KCOD) 
------------------------------------------------------------------ 1
Subroutine to read the title of project and the variable names I 













NAMELIST/PRM2/JROW, JCOL,ITER,ISTP 1 
NAMELIST/PRM3/JROWJCOL,ITER,ISTP2,CHARI,NDIGT 
DIMENSION JROW(5),JCOL(5),CHAR 1 (20),NDIGT(20)
IPT=21
CHARACTER*5 FRMT,CB 1 ,CF1 ,CB2,CF2 
CHARACTER*80 PST,PSH,CHAR 1,HLINE 
CHARACTER* 1 BEEP ,CR 
CHARACTER* 15 VARNAM(MAXVAL)
CHARACTER TFORM*50,HOLID* 10,TITLE* 12VARNAMS*75,CH*75 
BEEP=CHAR(7)
Open the template for displaying drillhole data I















LCHAR=NDIGT ( 1 )
CALL FRAME(JROW(2),JCOL(2),CB 1 ,CB2,LCHAR,NDIGT,IB,ITER 
+JSTP1)
return to the menu if incorrect a format data is read I
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IF(TFORM.EQ. ' ') RETURN














IF(IC-IS.LT.l) GOTO 50 
VARNAM(I)=VARNAMS (IS :IC-1 )
CH( 1:4)=CHAR1 (I)
CH(5:18)=VARNAM(I)
PST=CH(1 :LEN (CUARNB (CH)))
CALL CTEXT(JRW,JCL,CB 1 ,CB2,1 ,NDIGT(I)) 
JRW=JRW+ISTP2 
50 IS=IC+1
EF(IC.GE.IE) GOTO 65 
60 CONTINUE 
65 PST='Enter Option [1,2,.
CALL CTEXT(JRW,JCL,’ [42mV [34m', 1,23) 
READ(*,*) IVARI 
IF(KCOD.EQ.l) THEN 
HLINE=Displaying variable of '
L 1 =LEN (CHARNB (HLINE))+2 
L2=LEN (CHARNB (VARNAM(IVARI)))





















The character texts setting I
CHARACTER* 15 STR1,STR2 
CHARA CTER*256 TEMP 




IF(IL 1 .LT. 1 .OR.IL2.LT. 1) GOTO 30 
DO 101=1,ILI
IF(STR1(I:I).EQ. ' ') GOTO 10 
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c -------------------------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE REDAT(MVAL,ITYPE,N,RMIS)





COMMON/DATA/HOLID( 150), Y (150),X(150),Z( 150),G( 150) ,WT (150) 
+,NHOL
COMMON/LOC/JROW(10),JCOL(10),NDIGT(50),ISTP,ITER,NDAT 
CHARACTER* 10 FRM 
CHARACTER*?5 PST


























DATA CUL,CUR,CDL,CDR,VLIN/" These symbols are not appearred
here, see the program on the diskette provided 7
DATA HLIN/"These symbols are not appearred here, see the program























PST(MID+LHEAD+1 :LIN-1 )=HLIN (1 :MID) 
PST(LIN :LIN)=CUR 
CALL CTEXT(JR-1,JC,CB ,CF, 1 ,LIN) 
PST(1:1)=VLIN 
PST(LIN:LIN)=VLIN 
DO 18 1=1,LIN-1 
PST(2:I)=""
18 CONTINUE
DO 20 I=2,ITER*ISTEP+2 
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C------------------------------------------------------- ------ ----------
SUBROUTINE KEYSTROKE(IRW,ICL,NCOD,IP)
Subroutine to redefine the keyboard functions
Symbol Description
IRW Row number on the cursor position
ICL Column number on the cursor position
NCOD Code number used for keyboard redefinition
IP Identifier of character position
COMMON/PAR /PST,HLINE 
COMMON FTP,ERR








C NCOD=l Up 
C NCOD=2 Down 
C NCOD=3 forward 
C NCOD=4 Backward 
C NCOD=5 Carriage return key 
C NCOD=6 Escape 
C NCOD=7 Deletion








CALL CPOS (IRO W,ICOL)
25 READ(40,’(A1)') KEY
C Excepted characters for the key redefinition I
C--------------------------------------------------------------- 1
IF (KEY.EQ.’P') GOTO 26 
IF (KEY.EQ.'S') GOTO 26 
IF (KEY.EQ.'M’) GOTO 26 
IF (KEY.EQ.'H’) GOTO 26 
IF (KEY.EQ.'K') GOTO 26 
IF (KEY.EQ.'Q’) GOTO 26 
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CALL CTEXT(IROW,ICOL,CB 1 ,CF 1 ,ITP,ITP)
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c----------- -—-.... —.....-------- ------- ------ -|




CHARACTER* 80 PST 
CHARACTER* 9 FMR 
CHARACTER*9 FMA
C------------------------------ -..............................—-----------------1
C Check the non-integer value using INDEX command I






C integer format setting for integer value I 
C-------- --------- --------- ---------------------------1
FMR='(I )'
IF(KL.LT.IO) WRITE(FMR(4:4),'(II)') KL 




C Non-integer format setting for non-integer value I
C-------------------------------------------------------------------- 1
FMA='(F )'
IF(KL.LT.IO) WRITE(FMA(3:5),'(I1,".",I1)') KL,KL-KPOS 
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C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1
SUBROUTINE WRTDAT(IROW,ICOL,CB 1,CF1,KL,TVAL)
Subroutine to write data onto screen I
COMMON/PAR/PST,HLINE 
COMMON/FORMT/FRMUCHAR 
CHARACTER* 5 CB1,CF1 
CHARACTER* 10 FRM 
CHARACTER* 80 PST,HLINE 
PST=PST(1:KL)
WRITE (PST,FRM) TVAL 
IF(LLE.9.AND .J.LE.9) THEN 
WRITE(POS,'(A2,11,A 1,11,A 1)') ' [,,I,';,,J,,f  
PRINT,CLRB,CLRF,POS(l:6),PST(L1 :L2),' [Om* 
ELSEIF(LLE.9.AND J.GT.9) THEN 
WRITE(POS,'(A2,11,A 1,12,A 1)') ' [M /jM/F 
PRINT,CLRB,CLRF,POS(l :7),PST(L1 :L2),’ [0m' 
ELSEIF(LGT.9.ANDJ.GT.9) THEN 
WRITE(POS,'(A2,I2,A1,12,A 1)') ’ [ 'J .Y J .'f  
PRINT,CLRB,CLRF,POS(l :8),PST(L1 :L2),’ [0m' 
ELSEIF(LGT.9.AND J.LT.9) THEN 
WRITE(POS,' (A2,I2,A1,11,A 1)') ’ [,,I,,;,,J,,f  
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C----------------------------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE CPOS(JROWJCOLUM)
Subroutine to locate the cursor on the screen I
COMMON/PAR/PST,HLINE 
CHARACTER* 5 FRMT 
CHARACTER* 80 PST,HLINE 
CHARACTER* 80 POS 
IF(JROW.LE.9) THEN
WRITE (PO S(A 2,11, A 1,12, A 1 )') ' [,,JROW,,;,,JCOLUM,'f 
PRINT ,POS(l:7)
ELSE












Subroutine to write the text onto screen I
COMMON/PAR/PST,HLINE 
CHARACTER* 80 POS,PST,HLINE 
CHARACTER*5 CLRB,CLRF 
IF(I.LE.9.AND.J.LE.9) THEN 
WRITE(POS,,(A 2 ,Il,A U l,A l) ')  ’
PRINT,CLRB,CLRF,POS(l:6),PST(L1 :L2),' [Oiri 
ELSEIF(LLE.9.AND.J.GT.9) THEN 
WRITE(POS,'(A2,I1 ,A 1,12,A 1)') ' [’J / j 'J . ' f  
PRINT,CLRB,CLRF,POS(l:7),PST(L1 :L2),’ [Oiri 
ELSEIF(LGT.9.ANDJ.GT.9) THEN 
WRITE(POS,'(A2,I2,A1,12,A 1)') ' [ '.I / j 'J . 'f  
































Inversed kriging matrix 
Kriging covariance matrix 
Global covariance matrix 
Buffer variable
Variable containing dropped sample 
Variable containing undropped sample 
Number of samples 
Number of additional samples
DIMENSION KSET(150)
COMMON/MAT/ Y(20),X(20,41)
COMMON/KBUF/A1 (20,41 ),C(20,41 ) 
COMMON/ESBUF/A(20000),AA(20000)
COMMON/UPDRP/ J SET ( 150),LSET ( 150),LST( 150) ,KW 
COMMON/UPDEL/NDROP,NLEFT,TV ( 150) ,S ,NDUM 
COMMON/POS /  JPOS(150),NDP,NSAM(150) 
COMMON/CALL/NTYPE,NW,KCOD,IADD,NOPT 
COMMONAVEIGTH/ RLAMB (151) ,RX( 151) ,LEFHL(30,30) ,RL,ND A 
COMMON/KRG/IHOL(151),GA(151),R(151),DIST(151)





COMMON/BLOCK/DX( 150),D Y ( 150) ,D YZ( 150), YNO( 150),
+XE A( 150), V OL,NVOL,NDX,ND Y,NDZ,NPOINTS ,M 
COMMON/SWICTH/MSW 












DO 5 I=1,NDAT 
NSAM(I)=I 
5 CONTINUE
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C-----------------------------------------------1
C Fill the partitioned block matrix 




















C---------------------------------- ------- ----------------------- - -
C Check n dropping samples satisfying the constraints
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------


















































































DO 70 I=l,NDROP 
J SET (I)=KSET (I)
CONTINUE
________________________________________________________ I
If KCOD=l, run ZVAR for the updating of the ESVAR program 




Rearrange the position of remaining samples by adding NLEFT+1




J S =KSET (NDROP)
IF(K.NE.O) THEN
IF(NDROP.EQ.LAND JS.EQ.IADD) GOTO 33
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ENDIF 
GOTO 25
33 IF(KM.EQ.O) THEN 
KM=1
C------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1
C Call SUMMA to print the results of sampling analysis
C------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1
CALL SUMMA(NTYPE, 1,1 ,IADD,NOPT)
ENDIF
77 FORMAT(25X,’VALIDATION OF PROGRAMME’,//,
'___________________________________________’ /










C SUBROUTINE TO REFILL THE MATRIX A(IJ)
C---------------------------------------------------- ---------------------- 1
SUBROUTINE REFILL(NDAT,KCOD,KW)





COMMON/KPAR/VKRG,BLKV AR,TV AR( 150) 
COMMON/KRG/IHOL(151),GA(151),R(151),DIST(151)
COMMON/ESTVAR/PTBLOC,COBLK,CVBLK,COSAM,CSM,SAMBLK
CHARACTER HOLID* 10 
IF(KCOD.EQ.2) THEN 
DO 101=1,ND AT 
RX(I)=R(I)
WRITE(33,20) (C(I,K),K=1,NDAT),R(I)
DO 10 J=1,NDAT 
X(IJ)=A1(I,J)
10 CONTINUE 
ELSE
CVBLK=COBLK
CSM=COSAM*NHOL*NHOL
ENDIF
KW=1
20 FORMAT(1X,10F10.7) 
RETURN 
END

